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Even taking tests is acceptable to CAP cadets when
it’s in conjunction with a summer special activity.

Cadet Chief Master Sgt. Joseph Pravongviengkham,
representing the Southwest Region in drill team
competition, concentrates on the written exam, one of
several challenges that comprise CAP’s National Cadet
Competition, held this year in McMinnville, Ore. 
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ON OUR COVER
CAP is responding to America’s largest environmental
disaster, the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, by applying its
expertise in aerial reconnaissance. Working out of three
command centers along the Gulf, CAP conducts multiple air
missions every day. The 3,000 or so images captured by each
aircrew are used by governmental agencies to make critical
decisions, including where to apply assets to try to stem the
damage. See the story on CAP’s role, beginning on page 2.
Photo courtesy of U.S. Air Force. Inset photo by Maj. Keith
Riddle, Mississippi Wing.

CIVIL AIR PATROL

Civil Air Patrol Volunteer is oriented toward both internal (CAP) and external
audiences. For that reason, it uses the Associated Press style for such things as
military abbreviations. Associated Press style is the standard used for most
newspapers and magazines. Official internal CAP communications should
continue to use the U.S. Air Force rank abbreviations found in CAPR 35-5.
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CAP crews 
capture oil 
from above 
the shorelines
By Donna Melton

Booms are in place around parts of

West Ship Island, one of the barrier

islands separating the Mississippi

mainland and the Gulf of Mexico.

Photo by Maj. Keith Riddle, Mississippi Wing 
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Around the corner from Alabama’s
Mobile Bay, one of several incident
command posts set up in response to
the Gulf Coast oil spill is a hub of
ringing phones, flickering computer
screens and unrolled maps of the Gulf
of Mexico.

Several hundred disaster response
personnel are gathered around long tables to execute their
plans for containing the growing gush of crude oil and
floating tar balls that have started to invade pristine beaches
and delicate marshes in Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and
Louisiana and smother those states’ coastal economies.

Most of those coordinating the massive logistics of
the response are paid staff members from the various
agencies involved in the operation.

But there in the center of the largest area of the
command post, in a cubicle marked “Air Ops,” can be
found members of the all-volunteer Civil Air Patrol.

CAP aircrews from the Gulf states and other
Southeast Region wings began flying missions almost
immediately after the oil spill began, thanks to the level
of preparation the U.S. Air Force demands
from its civilian auxiliary. Their missions
have included transporting vital mission
equipment, collecting data and flying
coastline photo reconnaissance missions.

By providing daily updates and
information about the oil’s location and
the protective boom system’s condition and
status, CAP is helping other agencies
prepare a response to the crisis. 

Aerial photos help 
monitor coastal waters

The most important daily task CAP
performs is flying about 700 miles of
coastline from Louisiana to Florida and
taking digital images of the oil
containment barriers and the adjacent land
area on the coast.

On May 18, almost a month after the
explosion at the Deepwater Horizon

drilling rig, CAP crews took more than 2,800 digital
photos from an airborne platform.

Those digital images were processed by Capt. Glenn
Wilson, a CAP imaging expert from the Alabama Wing
and civil engineer with Alabama Power Co. He
uploaded the images to Geographic Information System
(GIS) computers, where technicians “stitched” the
photos together to provide a panoramic view of the
coastlines.

Florida Wing lends 
assistance to state

Almost two weeks earlier, crews from the Florida
Wing had prepared as many photos for the state
Department of Environmental Protection. The photos
were taken at three-second intervals above the roughly
150 miles of coastline from the Alabama border east to
Franklin County, Fla.

It was the first time the DEP had called on CAP, but
when the state agency needed to create a baseline image
of the Florida Panhandle coast that might be affected,
officials turned to the only organization capable of

Maj. Gary Hornosky, commander of the Mississippi Wingʼs Diamondhead

Composite Squadron, left, reviews results with Darrin Stewart of the Mississippi

Department of Marine Resources and Kayra Johnson of the Mississippi

Department of Environmental Quality following an aerial survey sortie over the

waters of the Mississippi Gulf Coast.
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supplying geo-tagged aerial imaging at a moment’s
notice — the CAP.

Less than 50 days into the crisis, Florida aircrews
already had shot about 28,000 images, resulting in 10
gigabytes of data, and had logged more than 155 hours
of flight time. Nine of the wing’s 22 airplanes have been
deployed, and crews continue to fly multiple missions
almost every day.

“Now that this initial tasking is completed, CAP will
be in a wait-but-ready mode,” said 1st Lt. Bill Weiler,
Florida Wing Group 4 deputy commander and the
wing’s public information officer. 

“CAP’s extensive experience with aerial imaging for
the state used during disaster relief recon, along with
being an economical asset, made CAP the logical
organization to undertake this tasking,” Weiler said.
“This initial mission also served as a demonstration to

DEP as to the capabilities and rapid response available
from CAP.”

Florida Gov. Charlie Crist lauded CAP as part of
the state response team, which includes the Florida
National Guard, the DEP and the state Fish and
Wildlife Commission.

“I have asked our state team to use all available
assets to proactively evaluate the potential areas of
impact by air, land and sea,” Crist said. “We have a
responsibility to our residents, businesses and
visitors to exhaust all possible avenues and to work
to avoid the tragic scenes we have seen along the
coastline in Louisiana. This level of response can be
done only by using these aggressive reconnaissance
methods from first light each day until dark.”

Alabama photographs oil
Maj. John Neil, the Alabama Wing’s director of

operations, stepped in as initial incident
commander for CAP, using nine
days of personal vacation leave
from his job to answer the call to
duty, like many of his fellow
members.

“It has truly been a job that I really enjoyed,” Neil
said. “To look back now and see what we accomplished
in such a short time makes me feel proud of the IC
staff, the NOC (National Operations Center at
Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.) and the entire
CAP. 

“Our members were ready and willing to
drop everything and go to help those in
need.”

He was joined almost
immediately by Capt. Jan Hulsey
from the NOC. Together they
were responsible for getting
the CAP incident
command structure in
place and for
beginning
mission
planning

4Civil Air Patrol Volunteer      July-September 2010

Background: A U.S. Air Force chemical dispersing C-130 aircraft

from the 910th Airlift Wing at Youngstown-Warren Air Reserve

Station, Ohio, drops an oil-dispersing chemical into the Gulf of

Mexico as part of the Deepwater Horizon Response. Members

of the 910th Airlift Wing are in Mississippi to assist with

response to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. The 910th AW

specializes in aerial spray and is the Department of Defenseʼs

only large area fixed wing aerial spray unit.

Photo courtesy of Tech. Sgt. Adrian Cadiz, U.S. Air Force
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Capt. John Garlick of the Alabama Wingʼs Pell City Composite

Squadron readies digital photography equipment before a CAP flight

in support of the Deepwater Horizon Response.
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for various tasks CAP was assigned through 1st Air
Force.

Volunteers have come from Alabama, Mississippi,
Tennessee, Florida and Massachusetts.

Maj. David Hester, another incident commander
from the Alabama Wing, explains the mentality CAP
volunteers share. “Members join CAP for a number of
reasons, whether you want to call it patriotism, civic
duty, a volunteer spirit, a desire to help others or a sense
of pride and accomplishment that you can do a job
professionally without the performance being tied to
compensation,” Hester said. “I enjoy working with other
CAP members, because I know it was a personal
sacrifice — some small, some large — that brought us
together in that role.”

In the Alabama Wing’s 22 days of missions (as of

June 3), 40 members
expended 3,189 man-

hours. Aircrews in 14
aircraft flew 126 missions

totaling 335 hours in the air over
the waters of the Gulf Coast.
On an average day, they took

from 2,400 to 3,600 digital images.

Mississippi surveys 
the scene

Coastal squadrons from the Mississippi
Wing have been patrolling shorelines and the
state’s barrier islands for almost two decades,
long before the oil spill.

“Our familiarity with the waters of the

Mississippi Sound and our relationship with the
Mississippi Department of Marine Resources (DMR)
have well prepared us to respond to this ecological
tragedy,” said Capt. David A. “Hank” Rogers, the wing’s
emergency services officer. “Our proficiency in low-level,
over-water operations is unique to many CAP flying units
and has served us in good stead. We know the air traffic
system, the local airports, the islands and their ecology.”

Other Mississippi state agencies “knew immediately
CAP was the single best asset available for this mission,”
Rogers said. “We have been able to provide flights as
needed and with minimal response time. The training
really pays off at times like these.”

DMR officials will use the CAP-provided
photographs to assess potential damages from the spill.

Rogers said the Mississippi members each have a
personal stake in their missions.

“This is our home, and it affects all of us both
emotionally and economically,” he said. “We have
friends and family that make their living in these
Gulf waters. We know how much they suffered
during Hurricane Katrina, and we know how much
they are suffering now.”

Rogers continued, “This battle against the movement
of the oil and its catastrophic potential is personal, but

U.S. Coast Guard Lt. Bryan Brownlee, right, discusses data with Civil Air Patrol

members, from left, Capt. Ian Johnston of the Alabama Wingʼs Huntsville

Composite Squadron; Maj. Anthony Beresford, wing chief of staff; and Capt.

John Garlick of the wingʼs Pell City Composite Squadron.
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CAP offers a broad-based response
It’s not surprising that government agencies look to

CAP for help.
Its long history of professional service began Dec. 1, 1941

— six days before Pearl Harbor — when a group of civilian
aviators formed the organization to provide homeland
defense during the pending war with Germany and Japan.

Today the battle is with millions of gallons of oil
spilled from the broken wellhead in the Gulf. 

Retired U.S. Army Lt. Gen. Russell Honore,
commander of the joint task force in recovery efforts
after Katrina in 2005, gave a shout-out to Civil Air
Patrol during a television interview after a flight over the
oil along the Louisiana coast.

“The United States Air Force has a great team of
people that was very effective after Hurricane Katrina.
They’re called the Civil Air Patrol,” Honore said.
“They’re out there actively working to look for that oil.
They’re taking video and taking before-and-after shots,
which will be a tremendous help as we continue to look
at what we do with this oil once it’s turned off.”  s

we go about it professionally. The long hours invested
by aircrews and mission support personnel are nothing
compared to the struggles facing our friends, family and
citizens of the Mississippi Gulf Coast. 

“So when we get tired, we just think of those less
fortunate and we carry on.”

6Civil Air Patrol Volunteer      July-September 2010

Crews from Hillsborough One Senior Squadron in Tampa meet

with Florida Lt. Gov. Jeff Kottkamp and Attorney General Bill

McCollum. In the photo are Capt. Bob Maxey, left, 1st Lt. Lawrence

LeDuc, McCollum, Kottkamp and 1st Lt. Peter Westerkamp.
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[  f r o m  y o u r  n a t i o n a l  c o m m a n d e r  ]

The performance expectations of Civil Air Patrol are many. Some
expectations are objective in nature, and others are subjective or
personal. For the objective expectations, many organizations have

adopted a “scorecard” — a list of metrics that identify success and are used
faithfully to report the organization’s health. It allows customers to know they’re
getting the best services, and it lets employees know they’re doing a good job. It
also helps everyone in the organization know what’s important to the leadership
while providing an objective barometer. 

In CAP, I envisioned that we institute a “Commander’s Dashboard” to be used by wing
and region commanders to manage and lead. On the dashboard are data you would expect:
membership numbers, progression in cadet achievements and adult professional development,
aerospace education achievements, operational information about aircraft utilization and
mission pilot availability, finances, logistics, etc. The tool displays the organization’s health
using a “traffic light” system — green is great, yellow means caution and red — well, you
know you should stop and pay attention to the red lights! Wing by wing and region by
region, the leaders work hard to get “in the green.” CAP has done a great job of keeping the
objective metrics on course now that they are more available and visible.

Expectations that can be more challenging to identify come from the members of the
organization. Two examples are members’ expectations of their leaders and expectations of the
value CAP should provide to members. During my tenure, I have set the tone that CAP must
have leaders who are engaged and involved who work for and as a team, who do what they
say they are going to do and who are competent and caring. Not a short order, but one we are
striving to achieve at every echelon. 

Regarding the value CAP provides to members, there’s a great story here. Because our
charter is to perform Missions for America, CAP must be both customer- and member-
focused. As a public service organization, we serve our communities but we cannot serve the
public if we don’t have members willing, ready and able to do so. The most significant
expectation of CAP membership is to ensure our 60,000 members have the opportunity to
make meaningful contributions to their communities and, in the process, enrich their lives. 

Thanks to our members, supporters and observers, CAP will continue to be poised for the
future, as citizens serving communities above and beyond the call of duty.

Semper Vigilans!

Maj. Gen. Amy S. Courter
CAP National Commander

T



SAYING ‘NO’
TO DRUGS

Red Ribbon Week

highlights CAP’s

Drug Demand

Reduction efforts

8Civil Air Patrol Volunteer      July-September 2010
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The Oklahoma Army National Guard drug demand reduction office was trained to use low-ropes activities to convey a drug-free

message to youth. The demonstration occurred during the Oklahoma Wingʼs safety day.

By Janet Adams
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Capt. Walter Murphy, drug
demand reduction administrator for
the Maryland Wing, is introducing
a new National Headquarters
activity for this year’s Red Ribbon

Week celebration. Focusing on the
intent of the observance — reducing

the demand for drugs through
prevention and education — the wing is offering the
nation’s first Red Ribbon Leadership Academy. 

The academy will use ranking CAP cadets as drug-free
role models for noncadet middle school students during
the one-day CAP-hosted event. The cadets will teach basic
leadership principles, including a drug-free lifestyle, to
middle school student leaders, including student council
members, club presidents and team captains.  

Program’s benefits
The program’s benefits are numerous, Murphy said. It

offers the opportunity to spread the drug-free ethic,
provides leadership experiences for cadets and opens up
partnership possibilities with schools as well as
recruitment opportunities. 

Murphy plans to distribute more than 20,000 red
ribbons at wing functions throughout the year.

For Lt. Col. Kacy Harsha, drug demand reduction
officer for CAP’s Oklahoma Wing and assistant
principal at Sequoyah Middle School in Edmond, Red
Ribbon Week has evolved into a monthlong event. “I
order red ribbons not only for my squadrons but also for
my school district,” said Harsha, who disseminates more
than 25,000 ribbons each year along with the wing’s

anti-drug website address. 
Other school activities include contests where students

can earn prizes, like wristbands or pencils, for writing
anti-drug messages. The most popular contest involves
students’ creating anti-drug messages for bookmarks that
are sent to local elementary school libraries. 

Harsha also uses the wing’s safety day in late
September to reinforce the red ribbon message to cadets
and senior members. This year she plans to again invite
the Oklahoma National Guard’s drug demand reduction
office to set up a low-ropes course for cadets as a way to
emphasize anti-drug and drug-safety messages.

Community partnerships
Both Murphy and Harsha also partner with local

civic and community organizations for presentations and
guest speakers, activities that give squadron drug
demand reduction officers ways to expand their Red
Ribbon Week reach.   

In Oklahoma, “the wing’s DDR office supports drug
education and anti-drug activities year-round,” Harsha
said, “but October is the month many have chosen to
showcase CAP’s commitment to helping youth stay
drug-free. Providing the red ribbons in conjunction with
school activities means more students can participate in
Red Ribbon Week activities.” 

“In our work at the Maryland Wing, DDR helps
teach our youth that success requires the movement in
their lives to be in a positive direction,” Murphy said.  

“How can you reach your goals and dreams if you let
drug use head you in the opposite direction?” he asked.

“Red Ribbon Week is a start in the right direction!” s

Designated as Red Ribbon Week for a Drug-Free America in 1988 by Congress, the last week in
October serves as a remembrance of the service of  U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency Special Agent Enrique
“Kiki” Camarena, who was kidnapped, tortured and murdered in March 1983 in Mexico by members
of a Mexican drug cartel. Red Ribbon Week evolved from the wearing of red ribbons in Camarena’s
honor by the slain agent’s friends and associates in Imperial Valley, Calif. Today, Civil Air Patrol is
among the organizations at the helm in promoting a drug-free lifestyle by distributing the ribbons among
youth across America. The U.S. Air Force and CAP have been involved with the program since 1994,
with CAP expanding its role to include a year-round Drug Demand Reduction Program highlighting
three major areas — community outreach, education and training.

C
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California unit shares 
CAP message at Scouting
extravaganza
The California Wingʼs Skyhawk
Composite Squadron 47 made sure Civil
Air Patrol was represented at the San
Diego-Imperial Council Scout Fair, which
drew Scouts from all over the San Diego
area and even some from Mexico.
Squadron 47ʼs booth was particularly
popular, with one side devoted to
informing visitors about CAPʼs missions
and programs and the other to a hands-
on aerospace education activity —
making foam rockets. By the end of the
day, squadron members — including
Maj. John DiGiantomasso, seen here
helping two scouts work on mastering the skill of fin alignment — had helped visitors
build nearly 300 rockets. Cadet Chief Master Sgt. Ruby Rosado, a member of the
unitʼs color guard, proved to be a particularly versatile ambassador for the cadet
program by conversing with the Mexican scouts in Spanish.
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Maryland member
helps honor Bataan
Death March 
victims, survivors 
Capt. Donald Ells, commander

of the Maryland Wingʼs Fort

McHenry Composite Squadron,

joined thousands of men and

women from the 50 states,

Puerto Rico, Guam and the

District of Columba, as well as

from overseas, who gather

annually at New Mexicoʼs

White Sands Missile Range for

the Bataan Memorial Death

March. The participants —

more than 5,700 this year —

navigate a challenging course

through high desert terrain to

honor soldiers who defended

the Philippines during World War II, sacrificing their freedom, health and, in

many cases, their lives. Ells, also a staff sergeant in the U.S. Air Forceʼs 7th

Intelligence Squadron, donned his airman battle uniform and his Camelbak

hydration pack to walk the 26.3-mile path. He completed the course in 8 hours,

18 minutes and 37 seconds. 
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[  o p e n  c o c k p i t  ]

Friends are wonderful. They offer support and understanding;
what’s important to one is important to the other. Organizations
have friends, too, and Civil Air Patrol enjoys the company of many

partners that share its goals.

At the local level, many groups, including CAP, draw their members and at
least some of their funding from the immediate community. It is especially
important that CAP nurture its involvement with these like-minded civic groups.
Joint memberships in organizations with common goals enhance communications
and readily expand each program’s ability to reach more citizens. Working in

tandem with groups such as the Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis, Rotary, Veterans of Foreign Wars
and others only proves the adage: The whole is greater than the sum of its parts. 

At the national level, CAP is proud of its relationships with:

• The Air Force Association. The U.S. Air Force is the tie that binds the AFA with CAP. Both
groups are dedicated to supporting this branch of the military. The AFA opens programs like
its CyberPatriot competition to CAP cadets, who, this year, fielded four of the eight final
teams in mock computer scenarios to thwart enemy technological attacks. AFA scholarships
are also available to CAP members, including grants to CAP squadrons and teacher members
to promote aerospace education.

• Wreaths Across America. CAP’s collaboration with Wreaths Across America quickly has grown
to the point that CAP has adopted the wreaths program as its premier community service
project. With its triple goals of remember, honor and teach, Wreaths Across America speaks
CAP’s language of respect for the country’s veterans.

• Evergreen International Aviation Inc. Aviation is at the core of both CAP, the nonprofit, and
Evergreen, the international company. Both are committed to expanding and improving
services delivered by air. CAP has especially enjoyed Evergreen’s support for its youth
programs, such as the Michael King Smith Aviation Business Academy and the National
Cadet Competition.

• Vanguard Industries Inc. CAP members are familiar with using Vanguard as their exclusive
source for CAP merchandise, such as ribbons and uniforms. What may not be as evident is
Vanguard’s return of a percentage of its CAP sales. These royalties have purchased a 60-foot
rappelling tower, hot showers and a four-wheel-drive Bobcat at Hawk Mountain in
Pennsylvania, improvements to the Blue Beret training facility in Wisconsin and several CAP
vehicle wraps.

Civil Air Patrol is in good company with other local and national organizations that prioritize
doing what’s right for America, its communities and its citizens. If these are also your goals, you
won’t find better friends than those waiting for you at CAP. Go to www.gocivilairpatrol.com for
more information.

Don Rowland

Executive Director

F



Civil Air Patrol’s high-tech ARCHER

flights provided emergency officials with a

much clearer picture of the impact of

floodwaters earlier this year in the nation’s

upper Midwest and the Northeast.

CAP planes equipped with ARCHER — the

Airborne Real-time Cueing Hyperspectral Enhanced

Reconnaissance system — made more than 37 flights

ARCHER takes
aim at spring
flooding

CAP’s sophisticated airborne
imaging technology helps 
federal and state emergency
management officials survey
damage and plan their response 

By Steve Cox

12Civil Air Patrol Volunteer      July-September 2010
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The Oak Grove Lutheran School campus in downtown Fargo, N.D., is visible beneath the

wing of a CAP Gippsland GA-8 Airvan during one of its daily flights over the Red River. As is

prone to happen each spring, the banks of the Red overflowed in 2010, reaching near-record

flood stages that threatened the high school as well as residential areas along the river.  

C
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totaling nearly 120 hours to collect high-resolution

aerial imagery for the Federal Emergency Management

Agency and other federal and state emergency agencies.

Officials used the data to survey flood damage from

rivers and tributaries in the perennially flood-prone

states of North Dakota and Minnesota as well as in

Rhode Island, where record early spring rainfall wrought

unprecedented flooding. 

“ARCHER provided more than just situational

awareness,” said Capt. Nash Pherson, a Minnesota Wing

volunteer who helped coordinate ARCHER flights. “We

were able to rapidly provide high-resolution imagery

that was pulled into the mapping systems used by

emergency response decision-makers.”

FEMA officials used ARCHER images taken above

North Dakota and Minnesota to determine the extent of

flooding along the Red River and other rivers and

tributaries and to help analyze the integrity of several

earthen dams. The images also helped officials improve

the snow melt models used to predict

water levels for the river and its

tributaries.

“It’s worked out great,” said Doug

Bausch, a senior physical scientist

with FEMA.

ARCHER ON DUTY
Aircrews from CAP’s Illinois,

Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Utah and

Wisconsin wings were deployed to

Fargo, N.D., for  the ARCHER

flights, conducted over 11 days in

mid-March.

“This was a very significant

mission,” Pherson said. “ARCHER

has never before been employed at

this scale.”  

The aircrews flew 160 still

photography and ARCHER flights,

delivering 1,100 images and 1,270

gigabytes of ARCHER information to FEMA, the

North Dakota Emergency Operations Center, U.S.

Geological Service, National Geospatial-Intelligence

Agency and Minnesota Department of Transportation.

To put 1,270 gigabytes in perspective, a typical

compact disc holds 0.75 of a gigabyte. That means it

would take more than 2,000 CDs to hold the

information collected by CAP’s ARCHER operators in

North Dakota.

More than 30 CAP members flying four Gippsland

GA-8 Airvans and 12 other aircraft were involved in the

ARCHER mission. “Each agency was very happy with

the speed and quality of the data it received from

ARCHER,” said Maj. Eric Templeton, a member of

CAP’s Illinois Wing. 

“By utilizing Civil Air Patrol, we were able to rapidly

get a large volume of data in an extremely cost-effective

manner — saving the taxpayers tens of thousands of

dollars,” said Sean M. Johnson, air operations branch

First Lt. Gordon Miller, left, confers with Lt. Col. Paul Adams during a Minnesota Wing

training mission before spring flooding in the Red River Valley. Region and wing incident

commanders say early preparation exercises, incorporating lessons learned from CAPʼs

2009 flooding missions, ensured aircrews were better equipped to respond this year.



director for the North Dakota Department of

Emergency Services and a CAP lieutenant colonel in the

North Dakota Wing. The ARCHER data CAP provided

North Dakota, FEMA, USGS and the National

Geospatial-Intelligence Agency “would otherwise have to

be collected by Predator drones, satellites or private

contractors,” Johnson said.

Between 50 and 150 gigabytes of information were

collected on ARCHER’s recently improved, more

modern hard drives each day and delivered to the

FEMA joint field office in Bismarck, N.D., the USGS

Earth Resources Observation and Science Center in

Sioux Falls, S.D., and the Minnesota Department of

Transportation district office in Detroit Lakes.

RECONNAISSANCE IN 
THE NORTHEAST

While ARCHER aircrews were collecting flooding

data, planes used at North Dakota’s Fargo mission base

for other facets of the ARCHER mission were flown by

CAP aircrews “to provide ice jam patrols all over the

state as well as still images of rivers and tributaries,” said

Lt. Col. Bill Kay, North Dakota Wing incident

commander. Similar CAP activities were repeated above

rivers and tributaries in South Dakota.

Templeton assisted with the ARCHER flights in

North Dakota and Minnesota and later helped

coordinate ARCHER flights in rain-soaked Rhode

Island. Lt. Col. Rui Rodrigues, incident commander

for the Rhode Island mission, said ARCHER aircrews

made seven flights totaling 25 flying hours. 

Still photo reconnaissance flights were also conducted

by the Connecticut and Massachusetts wings as record

rains flooded much of the Northeast.

BEHIND THE SCENES WITH ARCHER
The more than 200 hours of flying time in the upper

Midwest was made easier by nine ARCHER operators

who came to Fargo to help.

“Running the ARCHER system requires in-depth

training few CAP members possess,” said Maj. Mark

Wilkinson of the Utah Wing. Of CAP’s 60,000

members nationwide, only 150 are ARCHER operators,

so the extra manpower was critical to both missions. 

“During the day, we were in the air imaging dams,

reservoirs, lakes, rivers and towns,” Wilkinson said. “At

night, we’d process and package up the imagery in a

format that FEMA used.”

An aerospace engineer who works at Utah State

University’s Space Dynamics Laboratory in Logan,

Wilkinson, like his Civil Air Patrol colleagues, serves in

CAP as an unpaid professional who provides his

expertise — at his own expense — as a citizen volunteer.

ASSISTANCE ON THE GROUND
In addition to the still photography and ARCHER

imagery, volunteers from the North Dakota and

Minnesota wings assisted residents on the ground with

sandbagging in flooded areas in Fargo and elsewhere

in the two states. More than 75 members — many of

them cadets 20 and younger — helped fill more than

1 million bags with sand in advance of the 2010

flooding.

“From what some of the locals told me, the amount

of water wasn’t much less than last year, when they

experienced much more damage,” Wilkinson said. “This

year, much of the infrastructure was already in place.

They were ready this time, and I was happy to help.”

Col. Joe Casler, CAP’s North Central Region incident

commander for the Midwest flooding missions, agreed.

“I think we got a good jump on the flooding this year,”

said Casler, who wrote an operational plan in January in

preparation for the flooding.

“Being proactive made a big difference,” said Col.

Steve Kuddes, North Central Region commander. “We

knew ahead of time this mission was coming our way,

and we were ready for it. I am proud of our outstanding

members in all of the affected wings. They took their

own time to prepare before these floods, and their work

was outstanding.”  s
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CAPʼs sophisticated ARCHER images proved extremely helpful during early spring flooding in the upper Midwest.

Emergency management officials used these before and after shots to plan their response. Compared with the human eye,

which can detect three bands of light, ARCHER sees 50. 



ARCHER OPERATORS
ARCHER operators working the two flooding

missions included:
In North Dakota and Minnesota — Capt. Nash

Pherson, Maj. Doug Ployhar and Master Sgt. John
Vanderhoof, all of the Minnesota Wing; Majs. Eric
Templeton, Bob Becker and Jerry Scherer, all of the
Illinois Wing; Maj. Mike Hackley of the Missouri Wing;
Lt. Col. Dean Dolence of the Wisconsin Wing; and
Maj. Mark Wilkinson of the Utah Wing.

In Rhode Island — Maj. Eric Templeton of the
Illinois Wing; Maj. Paul Ghiron of the Northeast
Region; Lt. Col. John Weiser of the Middle East
Region; Lt. Col. Christopher Smith and Capt.
Howard Kravitz, both of the New York Wing; Maj.
Michael Heath and 1st Lts. Peter Gottlieb and
Kenneth Fortes, all of the Connecticut Wing; Lt.
Col. Skip Guild of the New Hampshire Wing; and
Capts. Patrick Aaron and Marty Sacks, both of the
Maryland Wing.  s
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ABOUT ARCHER
Developed in 2004 specifically for Civil Air Patrol to

aid in search and rescue, homeland security and disaster
appraisals, ARCHER is one of the most sophisticated
nonclassified airborne imaging systems in existence. It
provides both high-resolution and hyperspectral imaging
capabilities through two advanced sensors on board each
CAP Gippsland GA-8 Airvan.

With software from Space Computer Corp. and
hardware from NovaSol Corp., ARCHER produces
ground images far more detailed than plain sight or
ordinary aerial photography can provide. Compared
with the human eye, which can detect three bands of
light, ARCHER sees 50.

ARCHER cameras are mounted in the bellies of the
Airvans. Images taken by the cameras are sent to
ARCHER software, where they are analyzed based on
the photographed objects’ reflected light. The software
program looks for anomalies — things that don’t
belong. For example, the foliage in a forested area would
reflect light differently than
would the metal of an
airplane resting in that
foliage. A human trudging
through snow would also
show up as out of the
ordinary. ARCHER can see
as little as 10 percent of an
object and fill in the rest.

No wonder, then, that
ARCHER has proven so
valuable for CAP’s search
and rescue missions. CAP
has also successfully used
ARCHER after hurricanes
and floods to track
problems like oil spills,
effectively locating where
the oil is emerging and
directing teams to the right
locations for stemming
those leaks.

Aerial photos taken by the Massachusetts Wing show flooding at Norwood Memorial Airport. Both

airport runways were inundated with overflow from the Neponset River after spring storms

dumped record rains in much of the Northeast.
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As spring floodwaters rose in the upper Midwest, 35 volunteers from Civil Air

Patrol’s South Dakota Wing went to work for the state’s Office of Emergency
Management, providing nearly 600 geographically tagged aerial photographs of
ice jams and flood damage. 

“During last year's flooding, we impressed the Office of Emergency
Management with our capabilities,” said Col. Teresa Schimelfening, South
Dakota Wing commander. “This year we were asked for our help again.”

This time, wing aircrews used a new ARGUS GEO-inspired aerial imaging
system developed for CAP’s North Central Region. The wing was one of the
beta testers of the system, which has won rave reviews from both CAP mission

By Steve Cox

A South Dakota Wing aircrew took this photo of rising

floodwaters in a residential subdivision in Aberdeen in the

northeast corner of the state. Aerial photos of the partially

submerged neighborhood assisted emergency management

officials responding to early spring flooding.        

Photo by Capt. Todd D. Epp, South Dakota Wing

goes to work 
in South Dakota

New aerial 
imagery 
system
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participants and state officials throughout the region. 
“The ARGUS system was highly successful,” said

Col. Steve W. Kuddes, commander of the region, which
includes South Dakota. “It also made some customers
very happy.”

The imaging system allows emergency management
officials to view photos as soon as they are uploaded. Each
image is tagged with latitude/longitude, time and date.
“The pinpoint accuracy of our photo system has helped
solidify CAP as being a reliable search and disaster
assessment resource for the state,” Schimelfening said.

Over 10 days in
March, wing aircrews
made 47 flights,
accumulating 87 hours
of flying time. Most of
the time was used to
deliver 569 ARGUS
photos to the state
Emergency Operations
Center in Pierre so
officials could assess
the flood damage and
plan their response. 

“This was the first

time ARGUS was used on such a large-
scale mission,” said Capt. John Seten,
incident commander for the mission.
“We also had live communications to
our aircraft through the state EOC.
Oftentimes the aircrews were reassigned
to areas of concern for real-time damage
assessment. Crews were asked to assess
problem areas and offer solutions as to
what they thought may fix the flooding
problem.”

State officials were impressed and
found the photos very useful. LaVerne
Hermanson, who served as the state’s air
operations branch director for the
response, called the images “very high-
caliber” and said that “policymakers in
the governor’s office used (them) for

immediate decision-making.” 
Wing aircrews also flew several nonphoto missions,

including delivering more than 60 pairs of waterproof
wading boots to National Guardsmen and other
emergency crews in Aberdeen and transporting officials
to flooding sites.

In addition to aircrews, Seten said, operational managers
and incident commanders from Sioux Falls, Brookings,
Spearfish, Rapid City and Pierre participated in the
mission. The volunteers came from all walks of life,
including salesmen, firefighters, lawyers, educators, doctors,

businessmen, retirees,
Air National Guardsmen
and college students,
who took off work or
school when called,
usually on only eight to
12 hours’ notice.

In all, the CAP
volunteers racked up
more than 425 man-
hours.

“We train and train
for these situations,
with members putting
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South Dakota Wing Capt.

John Seten, center, confers

with 1st Lt. Jerry Zurovski, left,

and Capt. Matt Meert. Seten,

the wingʼs director of

operations, served as incident

commander for the  mission.

CAP aircrews made 47 flights,

totaling 87 hours of flying time.

Zurovski and Meert, members

of the Sioux Falls Composite

Squadron, were among 35

CAP volunteers participating

in the 10-day mission.

This photo of the James River near Mitchell in the southeast corner of South

Dakota shows possible flood damage to a state highway and bridge. The river

reached almost 8 feet above flood stage as a result of early spring flooding.
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“I am very proud to be in command of great
individuals who put so much of themselves into serving
their fellow citizens.”  s

This map details a South Dakota Wing aircrewʼs photo damage-assessment flight near Aberdeen. The bright red lines show the flight

path while the dark blue balloons with black arrows represent the places where the aircrew took photos, visible in the menu on the

left. In all, wing aircrews delivered nearly 600 high-quality geographically tagged photos of ice jams and flood damage to the stateʼs

Office of Emergency Management. 

in a tremendous number of hours, not always certain if
the time and effort will ever make a difference. The
question has been answered,” Schimelfening said. 



In west Tennessee, May usually produces lush
green grass, beautiful new flowers and a sense
that spring has really sprung in the South. But
this year, May 1 dumped more than 14 inches of
rain on the Memphis area in less than 24 hours,
resulting in major flooding problems for the city
and surrounding areas. 

Bob Nations Jr., Office of Preparedness
director for Shelby County, described the flash flooding
as “unprecedented.”

Just north of Memphis, the area around the small
city of Millington — home to the Naval Support
Activity Mid-South base, which hosts the promotion
boards for the entire U.S. Navy — was hit the
hardest. After a nearby levee along Big Creek broke
in two places, the area practically became a water-
locked island, putting most of the naval base under
water and leaving hundreds of residents stranded in
their homes. 

To aid those trapped by the floodwater, the Air Force

Helping Our Own
Unprecedented Flooding Results in
Naval Base Search and Rescue Mission

By Mitzi Palmer
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The Mississippi Wing aircrew responding to flooding in Tennessee consisted of, from left, Capts. Bryan Hulen and Paul

Kloehn, Lt. Col. Robert Smalley Jr. and 2nd Lt. Mark Jonson, all members of the Olive Branch Composite Squadron.
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Rescue Coordination Center quickly coordinated a
search and rescue mission with the Navy, Coast Guard
and members of Civil Air Patrol’s Mississippi Wing.
Weather conditions initially prevented the Tennessee
Wing from helping.

“We received a call around 4 p.m. Saturday (May 1)
from the Tennessee Wing that the AFRCC needed help,”
said Lt. Col. Carlton Sumner, mission incident
commander. “We launched as soon as the weather allowed
us — around 5:30 p.m. — and flew until sundown.”

CAP’s role in the mission, Sumner said, was to give
the AFRCC a bird’s-eye perspective of what was
happening, take aerial photographs and make sure no
one was in distress while the Air Force and local
authorities worked simultaneously on the ground. 

“Because of extensive flooding, (the AFRCC) needed
us in the air to relay details of the damage,” he said.
“Imaging of all of it was secondary.”

Capt. Paul Kloehn, commander of the Mississippi
Wing’s Olive Branch Composite Squadron, who saw the
damage firsthand, said water levels on the naval base
reached nearly 5 feet in some areas of the housing units.

“Pretty much the entire base was under water,” said
Kloehn, a member of one of the CAP aircrews that flew
over the Millington area. Lt. Col. Robert Smalley Jr. and
mission pilot Capt. Bryan Hulen,
both members of the Olive Branch
squadron, were also part of the
team.  

“As soon as we approached
Millington, we saw the base was the
hardest hit,” Kloehn said. “Some
cars in the parking lots were under
water up to the door handles and
windows. We also noticed a red
liquid spill of some sort coming
from a garage near the local baseball
facility and going into the water.”

Luckily, the team didn’t see anyone
in distress from the air, but the three
men were in constant communication
with mission headquarters in Olive
Branch so ground crews would know

where to go and how to respond. 
The next day, Kloehn, along with Smalley and the

Olive Branch squadron’s 2nd Lt. Mark Jonson, were
asked to fly again over the affected area in Millington to
search for anyone who might be stranded and to take
additional photographs.

“It was a night-and-day difference,” he said. “Almost
all the water had been drained from the base, and things
looked pretty much back to normal from the air. Some
of the rural areas and farmland were still flooded, but it
was amazing to see in just 18 hours the difference. It
looked 90 percent better.”

Kloehn said his crew double-checked the area where
they saw the spill the day before, but no trace of the red
liquid remained.  

On the ground, 330 Navy personnel and dependents
were rescued from the flooded facilities. 

“This levee breach in Tennessee is a prime example of
how things can change in an instant,” said Air Forces
Northern Commander Maj. Gen. Garry C. Dean. “In
this case, the immediate response of these trained
professionals ensured all Navy personnel and dependents
were accounted for. This is a great testament to the job
performed by all the men and women involved in this
joint search and rescue mission.”  s

Members of CAPʼs Tennessee Wing assist the Tennessee Emergency Management

Agency with collecting and distributing supplies to those in need in middle Tennessee. 
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A levee breach along Big Creek flooded much of Naval Support Activity 

Mid-South in Millington, Tenn. Search and rescue operations saved about

330 Navy personnel and their family members. Coast Guard, Navy, Civil Air

Patrol, local authorities and the Air Force Rescue Coordination Center all

participated in rescue operations.

Supporting TNEMA 
After the storms lifted from the

Millington area and moved east into
middle Tennessee that same weekend,
causing severe flooding, members of
Groups 1, 2 and 3 of CAP’s Tennessee
Wing met in the Nashville suburb of
Murfreesboro to help the Tennessee
Emergency Management Agency. 

From mission headquarters in
Murfreesboro, members made close to 23
flights, said CAP incident commander
Capt. Rob Borsari of Knoxville Senior
Squadron 1.

Several of the flights involved securing
aerial images of rivers and road damage for
the Tennessee Department of Transportation
and locating and disabling emergency
locator transmitters activated by the storm.
CAP was also instrumental in gathering
plotting information from the air along the
Cumberland River to ensure barges were
stationed in the channel before the water
fully receded. 

In addition to efforts in the air, the
Tennessee Wing worked on the ground
with Hands On Nashville, a local
nonprofit organization that helped collect
and distribute supplies to flood victims.
CAP’s main role was to work in a central
warehouse where most of the supplies were
located, make phone contact with people
in nearby neighborhoods to find out their
needs and transport materials to
distribution centers in those areas.

How to Help
To learn more about the flood recovery

efforts in Tennessee, go to www.tnema.org
or www.facebook.com/fema. 
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Fun in the
summer sun

Across America this summer, Civil Air Patrol cadets are having the time of their lives — meeting,

competing and (don’t tell!) learning. Special summer activities offer cadets the ability to pick up special skills

and realize special dreams, whether it’s learning how to handle emergencies, how to fly a plane or how to

work as a team. These activities deliver the basics of the CAP cadet program — leadership, fitness and

aerospace knowledge — and are the building blocks that help turn today’s youth into tomorrow’s leaders. 

Members of the Rocky Mountain Region Color Guard –
Senior Airman 1st Class Shamron Willison, left; Staff Sgt.
Jozef Szabo; Senior Airman Sunny Heart; and Chief
Master Sgt. Garrett Wachtel, team captain – are evaluated
by a member of the U.S. Air Force Honor Guard during
National Cadet Competition in McMinnville, Ore.

Photo by Maj. Denise Thompson, Colorado Wing



Cheers erupted from the banquet audience
of fresh-faced, sharply uniformed Civil Air

Patrol cadets as they saw themselves and their
teammates in a video flashing on the big screen at the

conclusion of the 2010 National Cadet Competition. The
gaze of other banquet guests — senior members and top
leaders of CAP and the U.S. Air Force — was directed back
at the cadets, young men and women who already show such
promise for America’s future.

This summer, nearly 150 cadets ages 12-20 years old

CAP cadets vie for top
honors in National
Cadet Competition

By Kristi Carr
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The enthusiasm and good sportsmanship displayed by

members of the Alaska Wingʼs Anchorage Polaris

Composite Squadron, representing the Pacific Region

in CAPʼs 2010 National Cadet Competition, were

acknowledged with the Team Spirit Award.
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gathered in McMinnville, Ore., to see who would rise to
the level deemed “the best of the best.” They arrived as
representatives from each of CAP’s eight geographical
regions to compete in two categories of competition —
color guard and drill team. 

After a week of intricate and synchronized drills as
well as individual and team challenges in tests of
intellect, discipline and athleticism, they all left as
winners.

THE PURSUIT OF PERFECTION
Cadets know preparation is the key to

succeeding at the NCC. One escort at the
Linfield College dormitory, where cadets
were housed during the competition,
reported hearing them grilling one another
on panel quiz questions even as they
brushed their teeth.

Different teams took different
approaches to preparing.

Beginning late last fall, Cadet Col.
Matthew Bricker, captain of the Southwest
Region drill team, set the practice schedule
for seven hours every Saturday, along with
as many overnight, weekend practices as
the members could pull together each
month. The team included many veteran

NCC participants, several of whom were on the 2008
championship team.

“We build upon our previous legacy, scouting out
and recruiting new members in the fall to assemble a
complete team roster,” said Cadet Lt. Col. Brian
Simpson. The team included cadets from nine Arizona
Wing squadrons.

That contrasts with the Ohio Wing drill team, most
of whose members were new to the program. All are
members of the Youngstown ARS Composite Squadron,
and none had ever been on a winning NCC team
before.

“We are one of the few teams from a single
squadron, and we are very proud to know we compete
on the same level as teams that search the wing for the
best,” said Cadet Capt. Joseph Spletzer.  

With so many fresh faces, Spletzer said the team’s
focus had to be on drills. “We definitely broke in our
drill shoes,” he said.

THE MANY DEFINITIONS 
OF WINNING

Though the NCC plaques and trophies were awarded
to those with the highest scores or the best times,
winners of a different sort were evident throughout the
competition.

Take, for example, Cadet 2nd Lt. Hector Ramos of
the Puerto Rico Wing, a member of the Southeast

Region’s drill team. When
Ramos emerged from the
written exam portion of
the competition, he noted
that he thought the
questions on aerospace
were the hardest. 

What he didn’t say was
that he took the exam in
English, his second
language.

The Middle East
Region drill team received
a verbal trophy of sorts.
As its members came off
the drill pad at Evergreen

Cadet Senior Master Sgt. Hannah Disraeli,

representing the Southwest Region, respectfully

pulls the cord to run the Stars and Stripes up a

flagpole during the color guardʼs outdoor

practical drill.

Cadet Master Sgt. Jasmine Sands of the North Central

Region, center, had a quick and correct answer for the panel

quiz question: “What part of an aircraft engine supplies the

power?”  “Magneto, sir,” she said.



Aviation & Space Museum after a
standard drill exercise, a man clad in
jeans and a T-shirt addressed them,
saying he was so proud of each and
every one of them and their exercise
had brought him to tears. 

He was choking back those tears
when asked what relationship he had 
to the cadets. It turned out he had
none; he was just visiting the museum
at the time.

Cadet Staff Sgt. Wyatt Hartman, a
member of the Great Lakes Region
drill team from Ohio, arrived at NCC
already a winner, because he was
accompanied by his own personal
cheering section — his parents and two
sisters. The Hartman family was just
one of many contingents of family and
friends lending support to the
participants.

THE DEEPER MEANING BEHIND NCC
Cadets attending NCC have a grasp on the real

value behind the program, as evidenced by this insight
from Spletzer: “NCC gives each team a chance to
proudly represent its region, wing or, for some like our
team, squadron. You may not be scored by a judge as
you are for the local events, but you are examined by
everyone on how you act and carry yourself outside
those contests.”

“At this (national) level, there’s so little difference
between first and eighth place,” said Col. Bryan
Cooper, CAP’s national adviser for professional
development and one of the 50 or more volunteers —
senior members and cadets — who kept NCC
activities on track and on time. Referring to elements
such as leadership, aerospace history and education and
physical fitness, he added, “The NCC covers every
aspect of the CAP cadet program.”

NCC dates to 1947, when the competition was
established as the National Drill Competition by CAP’s
national commander at the time, Gen. Lucas V. Beau. Its
early meets culminated in a face-off between cadets from

CAP and the Air Cadet League of Canada. Over time,
the competition went through several name changes, lost
its international connection and added tests of physical
fitness and aerospace knowledge to its curriculum. Color
guard competition wasn’t incorporated until 1996. NCC

is the only special cadet activity
with rules formally spelled out
in a CAP regulation.

The 2010 NCC guest of
honor, U.S. Air Force Brig.
Gen. David E. Price, who is
charged at the Pentagon with
overseeing a budget in excess of
$56 billion annually for Air
Force operations and
maintenance as well as military
personnel, nailed the relevance
of NCC when he emphasized
to the cadets the importance of

teamwork in today’s society. “America thrives on
competition,” he said. “It’s not important that you win
but that you choose to participate. You won’t be perfect,
but, in striving towards excellence, you will raise the bar.”

For more coverage of the 2010 NCC, go to:
www.capvolunteernow.com.  s
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Members of the U.S. Air Force Honor Guard helped judge NCC and later showed off

their own special drill, which used rifles outfitted with bayonets. Stationed at Bolling

Air Force Base in Washington, D.C., this is the same Air Force honor guard that

performs for the president.

The 2010 NCC guest of

honor, U.S. Air Force

Brig. Gen. David E.

Price, encouraged CAPʼs

cadets to compete in life

as they have in NCC.
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1st place:
Color Guard: Southeast Region
Drill Team: Rocky Mountain Region

2nd place:
Color Guard: Rocky Mountain Region
Drill Team: Middle East Region

3rd place:
Color Guard: North Central Region
Drill Team: Southwest Region

OTHER TEAM AWARDS
In-Ranks Inspection

Color Guard:
Middle East Region, 1st place
Southwest Region, 2nd place

Drill Team:
Southeast Region, 1st place
Southwest Region, 2nd place

Standard Drill
Color Guard:

Rocky Mountain Region, 1st place
Pacific Region, 2nd place

Drill Team:
Southeast Region, 1st place
Rocky Mountain Region, 2nd place

Written Exam
Color Guard:

Great Lakes Region, 1st place
Southeast Region, 2nd place

Drill Team:
Middle East Region and Southwest  

Region, 1st place tie
Rocky Mountain Region, 2nd place

Panel Quiz
Color Guard:

North Central Region, 1st place
Pacific Region, 2nd place

Drill Team:
Rocky Mountain Region, 1st place
Middle East Region, 2nd place

Mile Run
Color Guard:

Southeast Region, 1st place
Rocky Mountain Region, 2nd place

Drill Team:
Middle East Region, 1st place
Great Lakes Region, 2nd place

Innovative Drill
Drill Team:

Southeast Region, 1st place
Rocky Mountain Region, 2nd place

Volleyball
Drill Team:

Southeast Region, 1st place
Southwest Region, 2nd place

Indoor Practical Drill
Color Guard:

Southeast Region and Pacific 
Region, 1st place tie

Rocky Mountain Region, 2nd place

Outdoor Practical Drill
Color Guard:

North Central
Region, 1st place

Rocky Mountain
Region, 2nd place

Team Spirit
Color Guard: Pacific

Region
Drill Team: Southeast

Region

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
High Score Written
Exam

Color Guard (tie): 
Cadet Chief Master
Sgt. Natalie Pieta,
Great Lakes Region,
and Cadet Tech.
Sgt. Garrett Wachtell,
Rocky Mountain
Region

Drill Team (tie): 
Cadet Capt. Joshua
Ein, Middle East
Region, and Cadet
2nd Lt. Zachary
Hopkins, Rocky
Mountain Region

Fleet Foot
Color Guard:

Female: Cadet Master Sgt. Jasmine 
Sands, North Central Region

Male: Cadet Master Sgt. Anthony 
Willis, Southeast Region

Drill Team:
Female: Cadet 2nd Lt. Caroline 

Dengler, Middle East Region
Male: Cadet Staff Sgt. Wyatt 

Hartman, Great Lakes Region

Individual Spirit
Color Guard: 

Cadet Master Sgt. Jasmine Sands, 
North Central Region

Drill Team: 
Cadet Capt. Joseph Spletzer, 
Great Lakes Region

Outstanding Cadet Volunteer
Cadet 2nd Lt. Rachel Khattar, 
California Wing

Saluting CAP’s Best of the Best
“The sportsmanship displayed by each National Cadet Competition participant is a testament to the

integrity of our youth volunteers and their commitment to CAP’s core values,” said CAP National
Commander Maj. Gen. Amy S. Courter.

Lt. Col. Roger Middleton, Civil Air Patrol’s NCC activity director, concedes it may be over-quoted but is
nevertheless true, “Participation in the NCC — whether at the wing, regional or national level — is one
case where everyone wins.”

That said, here are the 2010 NCC results:



For at least two weeks every summer, Massachusetts pediatrician Dr.
LouAnn Maffei-Iwuc looks forward to roughing it in the southern Indiana
wilderness with hundreds of her Civil Air Patrol comrades.

“These are my friends,” said Maffei-Iwuc, a CAP major from Hopkinton,
Mass., who serves as emergency services officer and adviser to the
commander of the Goddard Cadet Squadron in Worcester.  “I never got to
go to camp as a kid, so this is my camp. This is my vacation.”

Since she first attended the National Emergency Services Academy as a National

NESA
Despite record growth, 
Civil Air Patrol’s one-stop 
emergency services 
training center remains family

By Steve Cox
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F

Civil Air Patrolʼs red, white and blue aircraft lined the tarmac of NESAʼs Mission Aircrew 

School, which taught critical skills pilots and other crew members need to stay at the top of their

game. One of the three schools offered at NESA, the Mission Aircrew School is complemented by

the National Ground Search and Rescue School and the Incident Command System School.
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Ground Search and Rescue School
student with her son — a CAP cadet
— in 2002, Maffei-Iwuc has become
a NESA regular. “I had a blast!” she
said. “So I came back the next year.”

As NESA’s public affairs officer,
Maffei-Iwuc spends a majority of her
time taking hundreds of photos of
her CAP friends as they study and
teach at Camp Atterbury’s Joint
Maneuver Training Center, the
35,000-acre Indiana National Guard
facility in Edinburgh, Ind., that is
also home to NESA. Maffei-Iwuc uses
many of her photos in a NESA
newsletter she started seven years ago.

Making new friends 
Maffei-Iwuc’s list of CAP friends

gets considerably longer each year as
NESA grows. For the first time in its
15-year existence, NESA topped the
600-student mark this summer. 

“We’ve never broken 600 before, so this is a nice
milestone for us,” said Lt. Col. John Desmarais,
NESA’s founder and interim director of missions at
CAP National Headquarters. Desmarais said 617
CAP volunteers participated in NESA’s pair of
weeklong sessions of intense multidisciplinary
training.

“This is by far the largest single training in CAP
each year,” said Lt. Col. Pete Norris, director of
NESA’s Incident Command System School, who has
volunteered with NESA since 1999. “Essentially, CAP
is family,” said Norris, who joined as a cadet in 1967
and became a member of the Marine Corps but kept
up his membership with CAP. “I’m in it for the
relationships,” he said. 

Maffei-Iwuc, Norris and other NESA regulars are
what make the program successful. “We have a lot of
folks that have been around for a while,” said
Desmarais, who has seen that group grow
exponentially along with the number of students.

Getting mission-ready
NESA combines task-based training with practical

applications that have become the standard for Civil Air
Patrol wings nationwide. Norris said the goal of the
academy is always the same — to get students mission-
ready.

“Education or knowledge is power,” Norris said.
“We’re here to help train our members to meet and
exceed their potential. They are leaving here with a
better understanding of Civil Air Patrol and how they
can serve their communities.

“It’s all about the training,” he said. “The exercises …
that’s where the lights come on.”

Cadet Senior Airman Michael Braswell of the
Alabama Wing’s Bessemer Composite Squadron knows
that feeling. Braswell spent two weeks at NESA this year
as a student in the National Ground Search and Rescue
School, learning how to perform search and rescue on
the ground while communicating with members in the
sky. “It’s definitely a team effort,” Braswell said. 

Cadet Senior Airman Michael Braswell of the Alabama Wing, left, and other

members of his ground search and rescue team consult their maps during a

National Emergency Services Academy training exercise at Camp Atterbury in

Edinburgh, Ind. The hands-on activity was part of an advanced course offered by

NESAʼs National Ground Search and Rescue School.
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New PIO course offered
Twenty courses, including a new basic training

session for prospective public information officers,
were offered at the National Emergency Services
Academy this summer. 

The PIO course, like most presented at NESA,
was modeled after training provided by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency and other
emergency response organizations.

Eight public information officers completed
CAP’s first offering of FEMA’s G290 PIO Basic
Course. “I’m looking for more info on how to do
the job,” said Capt. Jaimie Henson, public affairs
officer for the Kentucky Wing’s Boone County
Composite Squadron. “I want to be able to work
at their (FEMA) level.”

Senior Flight Officer Jackie Barton, emergency
services officer for the Virginia Wing’s Langley Composite Squadron, found the training worthwhile. “I believe
one of the most valuable skills I learned from the PIO course was how to properly and effectively interface both
with the media and people within our own organization,” Barton said. “The hands-on experience we got during
the course was invaluable and definitely reinforced everything we learned throughout the week!”

Plans are to slowly roll out the FEMA PIO training throughout CAP over the next year as well as offer it
again in 2011 at NESA. “Hopefully, this will become part of the standard curriculum here,” said Lt. Col. Pete
Norris, director of NESA’s Incident Command System School, who oversaw the course.

Capt. Joseph Testman of the Connecticut Wing, left, Maj. Newt

Talley of the Indiana Wing, Cadet 2nd Lt. Ashley Whirrell of the

Georgia Wing and Capt. Jan Hulsey, finance officer for CAPʼs

NESA squadron, work on a group writing project in the new

basic PIO course offered at NESA. 
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First Lt. Cher Gupta-Fletcher

of the Illinois Wing gases up

a CAP Cessna for an aircrew

training exercise, one of the

many multidisciplinary

training opportunities offered

at NESA.
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g “The main thing I liked about it was meeting volunteers from all over America with
the same goal, to serve their country in search and rescue,” said Senior Member
Bradley Smith of CAP’s new Chicago Composite Squadron in Illinois. “The
motivation was high all around! I also liked the training. Full immersion helped me
focus on the tasks. I came home with so much confidence. I also felt like the staff truly
cared about our well-being and getting us qualified for the job.”

“NESA has truly become a role model program for Civil Air Patrol,” Desmarais said.
“It showcases the capabilities of our dedicated volunteers to support their communities.”

In addition to the record number of students, NESA operated this year with a staff
of about 150 — mostly CAP volunteers, complemented by instructors representing
various federal, state and local agencies, including CAP-U.S. Air Force reservists who
monitor the training to ensure it meets U.S. Air Force standards.

“Almost all our staff have attended one of the schools at some point in time,” Norris
said. “Almost all are graduates. They’ve been part of the growth. They’ve helped NESA
grow.”  s
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The wild blue
yonder beckons. Yet
between it and the
Civil Air Patrol cadet
stand the obstacles of

training and equipment. At an
age when cadets may be lucky to
get the use of the family car,
who’s going to put them in the
driver’s seat of a half-million-
dollar aircraft or a $55,000
glider? 

CAP will and does — at one
of eight National Flight
Academies conducted around
the country.

National Flight
Academies
Where eight

may not be

enough

By Kristi Carr

Cadet 2nd Lt. Stephen Scheffel of the Colorado Wing, headset in hand, occupies the pilotʼs

seat at the National Flight Academy in Oshkosh, Wis.
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On your mark!
One of five academies for powered flight is held at

Camp Ashland, Neb. “We have the logistical capacity to
work efficiently and safely with 21 cadets, but if I had
100 slots, I could fill them all,” said the site’s activity
director, Col. David Plum of the Nebraska Wing. “This
summer cadet activity is wildly popular.” 

The Ashland academy has drawn determined cadets
from as far away as Hawaii and Puerto Rico; one
Arkansas cadet rode more than 20 hours on a
Greyhound bus to get there.

“We had 40 cadets on a standby list. I wish we could
take them all, but we can’t,” said Col. Dan Leclair,
activity director for the academy held in Augusta,
Maine, where 12 lucky students were chosen to
participate.

Glider academies are just as popular. Capt. Woodrow
Shepherd, activity director for the academy in Rome,
Ga., said, “We had room for only 20 cadets out of
approximately 150 who applied.”  

Cadets flock to these academies to learn how to pilot.
Attendance at a
powered flight
academy gives them
their first 10 hours of
flight instruction. “If
they do what they need
to do to meet the
requirements, they can
solo,” Plum said,
“which accomplishes
the first third and
really the hardest part
of getting a pilot’s
certificate.”

At glider academies,
students attending for a
second year may also solo, putting them on their way to
obtaining a glider pilot license.

Get set!
Powered flight instruction begins with a one-hour

round-trip flight in which the instructor demonstrates

various techniques before the student takes the controls,
and concludes with a solo flight for those who are ready.
The program also covers how to taxi and take off, how
to control the aircraft’s flight traffic pattern and how to
land and park. As instruction — all conducted by CAP
pilots — progresses, students learn how to handle slow-
flight and power-off stalls and other emergency
situations, such as avoiding wake turbulence and when
to make a second attempt at landing in a go-around. 

In addition, the academies include several hours of
Federal Aviation Administration ground classroom
instruction, a requirement for student pilots.

The glider program includes many of the same topics.
One notable exception is the ability to take a second
shot at landing. Gliders are towed to get aloft and have
no power source of their own, so landing must be
handled correctly the first time.

Go!
Twenty-five percent of Leclair’s cadets go on to earn a

private pilot’s license, the highest rate among the flight
academies. He credits the program’s success to the low

cadet-to-instructor ratio.
After the academy,

Leclair and his staff work to
connect the cadets with
their wings’ standards and
evaluations officers, who in
turn connect them with
local CAP flight instructors
so they can continue their
flight training.

Through the flight
academies, cadets see their
dreams come alive, and
they tend to exhibit
increased confidence —

and not just in flying. 
“You think in the beginning there is a lot of stuff to

learn, and there is,” Cadet Capt. Ethan Ernst of the
Florida Wing said just a few days into the program.
“But I feel like I already know a lot about the aircraft.
It’s been a confidence-builder.”
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The flight instructor, center, is positioned in the co-pilotʼs seat, while

student cadets assume the role of pilot and observer. 
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“The growth most of them go through in the days
they are with us is so evident in how they walk, talk and
act,” Plum said. “I’ve had many squadron commanders
ask me what I did to turn on the switches, and the
answer is I didn’t do anything. The cadets do all the
work and, in the process, learn about themselves. 

“This program is priceless to CAP!”  s

Nearly 90 flights per day are the norm at the glider academy in

Rome, Ga. And, since a powered plane must tow each glider

aloft, itʼs really twice that many flights! 

How to Enroll
To enroll in a powered flight academy,

participants must be at least 16 years old by the
start of the academy and must have attended at least
one other CAP special activity. Those who want to
solo must also obtain a student pilot certificate,
issued by an FAA-authorized aviation medical
examiner. Glider students must be at least 14 years
old by the start of the academy. 

NFA 2010 registration was $750, covering room
and board as well as flight instruction for up to two
weeks. Cadets with a demonstrated need may be
eligible for scholarships. 

The National Flight Academy is held annually at
the following locations: Mattoon, Ill.; Oshkosh,
Wis.; Camp Ashland, Neb.; Augusta, Maine; Fort
Pickett (Blackstone, Va.); Rome, Ga.; Shawnee,
Okla.; and Pagosa Springs, Colo.



How many times has the sound of
a loved one’s voice seen you through
a tough spot, encouraging words that
have even more weight when spoken
in a warm, familiar tone? 

Hearing her grandmother’s
reassuring voice recently saved the
life of one little girl in Oregon, and

CAP members were the ones delivering that message of
hope. 

Four-year-old Zoey Dorsey was playing in her
backyard in Brookings the afternoon of March 17.
Then, seemingly in the blink of an eye, she was gone,
and more than 24 hours later she was still nowhere to
be found. 

The search and rescue mission mounted by the local
sheriff ’s department was quickly augmented by area
volunteers, including the Oregon Wing’s South Coast
Composite Squadron. While the mission was a true
team effort, one piece of the puzzle played a key role —
the Airborne Public Address System.

A VOICE FROM ABOVE
The South Coast squadron’s Capt. Scott Bakker

developed the aerial speaker system as a joint venture
between his company, Guardians From Above, and
Power Sonix of Martinsburg, W.Va. Guardians From
Above is a nonprofit company that researches and
develops new tools for the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security. 

“The use of APAS was not requested by the sheriff
right off the bat, but Zoey’s parents had heard about the
system and they asked him to use it, as did other
members of the community,” Bakker said. 

On the second day, the sheriff called Bakker and
requested his help. “He said, ‘Let’s get you up there as
soon as possible.’ ” 

Bakker is retired from law enforcement, where he was
heavily involved in search and rescue work. “That’s how
I found Power Sonix’s speaker system for APAS,” he
said. “The U.S. Coast Guard and concerned citizens in
our coastal community wanted a speaker system for
tsunami warnings, and I wanted to develop it for search
and rescue.”

State-of-the-art system equipment, APAS has been used
to locate lost people before and can deliver a clear sound
that can be heard up to 1½ miles away from 1,000 feet
up. Its volume and sound clarity have proven to work well,
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Lost and
Found!

Four-year-old Zoey Dorsey was

rescued after she heard her

grandmotherʼs voice on an

Airborne Public Address System,

inset, affixed to a CAP airplane.
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even in mountainous terrain and windy conditions.
But the system became an even more innovative tool

on this mission, thanks to the use of a specific voice …
that of Junnie Brown, the little girl’s grandmother. 

“This incident was the first time APAS was used with
a family member’s voice,” Bakker said. “I thought if
Zoey is scared anyway, why would she come to a
stranger’s booming voice? She may think she is in
trouble and then hide.”

So Bakker met Brown at the local airport, and the
two wrote out a script on some scratch paper and
practiced it a few times before recording her message
to Zoey. 

“I asked her what Zoey called her,” he said. “We
based the script on that. Then we had to wait a few
minutes while she got her emotions under control
before recording.” Nana, as Zoey calls her, assured the
child she was not in trouble and that her parents missed
her.

Once aloft with the recording going full blast, Bakker
and his South Coast squadron team, mission scanner 1st
Lt. Chris Swick and mission observer Capt. Ron
Griswold, got a gut feeling.

“The whole group felt like we should widen our
search area, so we dropped down a little lower and went
wider,” Bakker said. “It turns out by doing that, we put
the speaker right over the area she was in; that’s when
she could apparently hear it clearer.” That sixth sense,
intuition or whatever you want to call it, was critical as
Zoey’s parents, Chris and Brooke Dorsey, later told
Bakker.

After a few minutes of broadcasting in the area,
Bakker flew away, allowing the ground team to hear if
Zoey called out. She did. 

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED
A volunteer searcher heard a faint yelp and found the

child alive, but barely.
Zoey was rushed to the local hospital with a core

temperature of 83 degrees. She was flown to a hospital
in Portland for further treatment, and there she made a
full recovery. 

Based on what she told her parents, on her second
day in the wild she crawled under some brush to try and
stay warm. By the time she heard her grandmother’s
voice via APAS, she was in shock. 

But the voice brought her back to reality, and within
minutes of hearing it she found the strength to cry out,
resulting in her rescue.

“There is no greater feeling than to know you’ve
saved a life,” Bakker said. “I’ve saved lives before, but
not with APAS.”

Mission scanner Swick, a family friend of Zoey’s, also
believes APAS played a huge role in the happy ending to
this story. “In my opinion, it saved her life,” he said.
“I’ve trained with APAS and knew it would do its job.”

While Bakker is proud of the part APAS played, he
stressed the good work of many others involved. “It was
definitely a team effort,” he said. “If people aren’t
working together, even APAS can’t do it.”

Klamath County Sheriff Tim Evinger was called in by
the local sheriff to assist, and afterward he sent Bakker a
letter with high praise for APAS and its search and
rescue capabilities. 

“We know Zoey was on death’s doorstep when she
was located just before nightfall that second day. I have
to believe the recording you played from the aircraft
speaker, which had Zoey’s grandmother reassuring Zoey,
made a difference,” he wrote.

“It is very humbling to me to have someone recognize
the power and value of this tool so accurately and
honestly,” Bakker said. “Now with this success, we have a
good plan in place for future SAR missions with APAS.”  s

The CAP aircrew that worked Zoey Dorseyʼs search and rescue

consisted of, from left, pilot Capt. Scott Bakker, mission

observer Capt. Ron Griswold and mission scanner 1st Lt. Chris

Swick, all members of the South Coast Composite Squadron.
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Background: This aerial shot shows Zoeyʼs home, surrounded

by woods and water. Photo courtesy of Curry Coastal Pilot
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Civil Air Patrol’s
ranks have always
included women.
Even so, it’s hard to
ignore the fact that

the organization now
has, at five, its highest-ever
number of female wing
commanders.

From 1947 to 1949, Col.
Nancy Hopkins Tier was CAP’s
first female wing commander,
leading the Connecticut Wing.
Followed by other women
holding the same rank and title, she paved the way for
today’s female wing commanders, who are led by yet
another woman — CAP’s first female national
commander, Maj. Gen. Amy S. Courter, who was
Michigan Wing commander from 1999-2002.

Welcome Cols. Lisa Robinson, Alabama Wing;
Cassandra Huchko, Connecticut Wing; Tonya Boylan,
Georgia Wing; Regena Aye, Kansas Wing; and Teresa
Schimelfening, South Dakota Wing.

A woman’s place is in …

CAP! Welcoming a record five
female wing commanders

By Kristi Carr

During the Wing Commandersʼ Course at Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala., site of CAP National

Headquarters, Montgomery Advertiser reporter Jenn Rowell, left, interviewed three of CAPʼs

female wing commanders — from left, Cols. Lisa Robinson, Alabama Wing; Cassandra

Huchko, Connecticut Wing; and Tonya Boylan, Georgia Wing. 
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Surprises or challenges?
Transitioning into the top job in their wings has been

less about gender and more about responsibility. Some
of the new commanders admitted to being awed by the
level of responsibility, with oversight over hundreds of
volunteer members. But it’s a challenge they gladly
accept. 

Robinson explained, “I got tired of punching holes in
the clouds as a pilot. My husband suggested CAP.” A



member for not quite 10 years, she accepted several
positions, some simultaneously, at both the unit and
wing level, on her way to wing commander — the first
female to hold that job in Alabama.

Huchko took a slower route, joining CAP in 1989.
“My son recruited me,” she said, “and I just fell in love
with the whole program. I want to improve the wing
and keep the teamwork going.” She’s also held a variety
of jobs with CAP, a fact she feels helped make her a
good candidate for wing commander, the third female to
hold that title in the Connecticut Wing. 

Schimelfening arrived at CAP through a similar path.
It took her 30 minutes each way to drive her youngest
son, Benjamin, to the Lewis and Clark Composite
Squadron in Yankton, S.D., so
staying close by during
squadron meetings only made
sense. Not content to go
shopping or “sit around like a
bump on a log,” she sat in on
the meetings and started
getting interested herself.
Within three months, she
joined. It was a perfect fit for
someone like Schimelfening,
who said, “I have always
enjoyed helping others,
making myself useful.”

Boylan was also recruited
into CAP by a son — in fact,
her husband, two sons,
daughter-in-law and brother are all CAP members —
and she has held a variety of positions in the Georgia
Wing. She was the first woman in the wing to serve as
commander of Group 1, as the wing’s inspector general
and as vice commander. She has also been active at
CAP’s national level with the National Flight Academy
for gliders in her home state, twice as the activity
director.

Aye, unlike the others, started out with CAP as a
cadet. Taking full advantage of the program, she earned
the organization’s highest cadet honor, the Gen. Carl. A
Spaatz Award, in 1992 and participated in several special

cadet activities, such as the International Air Cadet
Exchange and Hawk Mountain Search and Rescue
School. When she joined CAP’s National Board she was
one of only two female wing commanders, with the
other one about to retire from command. 

“For a while I was the only female wing commander,
and I said it was like having 51 brothers,” Aye said. She
also has the distinction of being the first female leader of
National Blue Beret, in Oshkosh, Wis.

Tactical approaches
Some of the women reported the need to overcome

some very traditional mindsets, described by Alabama’s
Robinson as the “traditional boys’ club mentality.” She

said she did encounter
reluctance from some older
members on changes she
wanted to implement, “but
once I explained my vision,
they came on board. All in
all, I didn’t get the
resistance I thought I
would.”

Georgia’s Boylan
concurred. “You may have
to work a little harder to
prove you can do the job,”
she said.

In South Dakota
Schimelfening said she finds
CAP “more open to women

than the U.S. Army was when I first enlisted.” She went
on active duty with the Army in May 1976 and had the
opportunity — which she turned down — to be one of
the first women to go to West Point. “I wasn’t interested
in making history at the time,” she said. “I wanted to be
an air traffic controller, not an officer.

“I’ve rarely seen any (anti-)female prejudice in CAP,”
Schimelfening said, though she reported one exception —
when her appointment was announced, some eyebrows
were raised because she was a woman and was not a pilot.
“I just shook my head,” she said. “Such thinking has no
place in CAP and goes against our core values.”
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Meeting their counterparts for the first time for Civil Air

Patrolʼs annual Legislative Day and winter National Board

meeting in Washington, D.C., are, from left, Cols. Teresa

Schimelfening, South Dakota Wing; Lisa Robinson,

Alabama Wing; Tonya Boylan, Georgia Wing; Regena Aye,

Kansas Wing; and Cassandra Huchko, Connecticut Wing.
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Aye explained the bottom line for being a well-
respected leader: “Rather than being gender-based, most
people respect others because of what they know, what
they can do and how they treat others.”

Courter, who, as national commander, has by far the
most responsibility of all, suggested female leaders might
actually benefit from their gender. “The nurturing role
women traditionally play works well in a volunteer
organization, where leadership is fundamentally based
on motivation,” she said. She describes her own style as
“more carrot than stick.”

Robinson agreed, saying, “It does take a certain
amount of finesse to get volunteers to perform and in a
timely manner. They have to want to do the work and
you have to sell them on the value of it.”

“It’s important to lead by example,” Boylan said. “On
a mission, I’m out there with my members.”

It’s also important to like the job. As Aye said, “I
enjoy the challenges command brings, as I am a bit
competitive by nature.”

Huchko summed up the duties of a wing commander
with this: “It’s a 24/7 kind of job. s
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Answers on page 48

1 CAP is well-known for its tradition
of ____ to the country and
community

6 These young people are a vital part
of CAP's mission

9 The right attitude! (two words)

11 These are needed for training
cadets

12 Pressing importance

14 “Oh, my!”

15 Plane heading, perhaps

16 Courage

18 Astronaut Eric ____: “I made my
first solo flight at a CAP
encampment.”

19 Equipment cooler

21 Wide shoe fitting

22 Craft

25 “B” on the radio

28 Wedding words

29 Arts degree

30 “The CAP is on the Go” is one

31 Burst of wind

33 Violent weather condition that
often requires CAP pilots to assist
in assessing damage and saving
lives

35 Self-sacrificing individual

37 Drink

38 Beep

41 ____ the throttle

43 CAP's territory

45 Compass point

47 Space station or constellation?

48 Racket

50 The MQ-9 remotely piloted plane
that provides intelligence relating
to smuggled weapons, drugs and
people

52 Shows concern

54 Place for flight

55 Gems that signify high
achievement in the Cadet
Programs Super Chart

Civil Air Patrol Crossword

Across

Down
1 CAP motto (two words)

2 Military levels

3 Representation

4 Commuter need, often

5 Flag

6 CAP is involved in this kind of reconnaissance

7 They can be trained to sniff out drugs

8 Word used to represent “T” in radio
communications

10 ___ , Sir (response)

13 Middle mark

17 Coast Guard area of operation

18 Vital medical supply sometimes transported by
CAP pilots

19 Presidents’ Day month

20 State where CAP NHQ is based

23 College e-mail address ending

24 Distress call

26 Program now open at Air Force bases for CAP
volunteers to assist, abbr.

27 Winter weather machines (two words)

32 Everyday article

33 ____Flights, formerly known as the “Fly-a-
Teacher-Program”

34 Dignify

36 Cadets need to complete a Leadership
Academy to qualify for this award

37 The Maryland Wing member who served as
the chief engineer for the U.S. Navy’s
ScanEagle — Col. Larry _____

39 Airport monitor, abbr.

40 Final stage

42 Ballad's ending

44 Jupiter's moon

46 Caution

49 Break your silence

50 Pounds per square inch (abbr.)

51 Tree

53 Driver’s __
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Most women in their 90s
aren’t interested in flying in a
plane, much less piloting one. 

Tex Amanda Brown Meachem is different. 
On April 23, at 92, the former World War II Women

Airforce Service Pilot (WASP) climbed into her favorite
two-seater, an AT-6 trainer aircraft, for one more
joyride.   

Meachem, who lives at the continuing care retirement
community of John Knox Village in Pompano Beach,
Fla., is one of the estimated 300 surviving World War II
WASP members who received the Congressional Gold
Medal in March. 

The same day she accepted her replica of the medal at
the U.S. Capitol, Meachem, almost jokingly, expressed a
wish to fly the AT-6 Texan — as she had dozens of times
during her World War II service — just once more.

To her surprise, History Flight Inc., a nonprofit
foundation in Marathon, Fla., offered for her to fly
theirs. With the assistance of History Flight’s pilot, John
Makinson, up in the sky she went from Fort
Lauderdale’s Executive Airport about a month later. 

During her 50-minute flight over the Everglades,
Meachem took control of the AT-6 for the first time in
66 years. She even urged the pilot to do two impressive
rolls and a chandelle — a maneuver that combines a
turn with a climb.

“It was a terrific, terrific thrill,” she said. “It felt

wonderful to get back on the controls.”
Cheering her on from the ground was a notable

group of about 100 spectators, including members of
the Red Hat Society’s John Knox Village chapter that
Meachem founded, the John Knox Village men’s choir, a
local ROTC contingent, several family members and
friends and Broward County Mayor Ken Keechl, who
declared April 23 Tex Meachem Day.

“I was floored about what a fuss they had made over
it,” Meachem said. “This is the only time I’m really
sorry that I’m 92, because I won’t have that many years
to really remember this.”

By Mitzi Palmer

Tex Meachem, 92, after her trip to Washington D.C., shows off her

replica of the Congressional Gold Medal awarded to the Women

Airforce Service Pilots during a ceremony at the U.S. Capitol in

March. In the black-and-white photo, a younger Meachem takes

the controls of a Cessna while serving in Civil Air Patrol in 1942. 
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Flying for CAP
Meachem’s love of flying stems from her

youthful post-college days, when figuring out
the fastest way to Daytona Beach with her
girlfriends was the only thing on her mind. 

“I was working at the University of Florida
as a secretary and living with three other gals,”
she said. “We loved going to Daytona for the
weekend, but it was the Depression and we
had to take the bus to get there.” 

By chance, one of her roommates
discovered a pilot training program that
offered the girls an opportunity to get their
pilots’ licenses for free. They joined a flying
club for just $25 a year.

“We got the plane rental for half-price,
so the cost wasn’t much more than the bus
ride to the beach,” Meachem noted.

Not too long after she secured her
license, she heard about the Civil Air Patrol
squadron in Sarasota. 

“They needed a bookkeeper,” she said. Meachem had
majored in economics and minored in accounting at
Florida, so it was a perfect fit. 

“I took the position under one condition — that I
could fly,” she said.

When she joined CAP in the early 1940s, Meachem
was one of three women out of nearly 125 men in the
Sarasota squadron. 

“They weren’t all there at one time,” she said. “A lot
were businessmen, serving a month or two at a time.”

Still, Meachem was outnumbered, to say the least,
as women pilots were a rare breed at that time. But
she and the other women kept a sense of humor about
the imbalance. 

She remembers a time when they were standing in
line waiting to get shots CAP required for medical
reasons. 

“They were teaching orderlies how to give the shots
on potatoes,” recalled Meachem. “So when the men
insisted we ladies go first, we went to the front of the
line and pretended the shots hurt so badly. One man
even passed out from the fear.” 

Serving as a WASP
While she was logging some flight time in CAP,

Meachem heard about WASP — a group of young
World War II pilots who were the first women in history
trained to fly American military aircraft. At that time,
pilots had to have 200 hours of flight banked to become
a WASP member.

“If it weren’t for CAP, I wouldn’t have had that many
hours,” noted Meachem, who just made the height
requirement of 5 feet, 4 inches by a scant quarter-inch. 

After being accepted into the program, Meachem
completed her WASP flight training at an airfield in
Sweetwater, Texas. 

“We flew old planes to the salvage yard, picked up
new planes at the factories and transferred planes
between bases,” she said. Others were assigned as
instructors, chauffeured VIPs and even towed targets to
be shot at with live ammunition.

“I was very lucky,” Meachem said. “Some COs
(commanding officers) didn’t want women flying, but
ours was delighted to have us and put us to work
right away.” 
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Tex Meachem gets ready for takeoff in her favorite type of plane, an AT-6 Texan,

which she flew during World War II. 
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WASP members’ duty also
included taking care of flights in
the U.S. while the men flew in
battle, she said.

During World War II, WASP
members flew 60 million miles in
every type of aircraft in the Air
Force arsenal, from the fastest
fighters to the heaviest bombers,
and every type of mission any
male pilot flew during the war,
except combat.

“We had been promised we would be inducted into
the service, but we were not,” Meachem said.  “They
were afraid we would take the jobs from the men.”

When WASP was unceremoniously disbanded in
1944, its records were sealed for 32 years.

Even though the service Meachem and other female
pilots contributed during World War
II was revolutionary and 38 WASP
members died in the line of duty, not
until late 1977 were they given
honorable discharges and officially
recognized as veterans. 

In addition, they weren’t
acknowledged publicly until March
10, when each of the remaining
veterans was presented with a replica
of the Congressional Gold Medal at
the U.S. Capitol. The original Gold
Medal will be showcased in the
Smithsonian in Washington, D.C. 

In attendance at the ceremony were
Speaker of the U.S. House of
Representatives Nancy Pelosi, Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid, House
Republican Leader John Boehner,
Senate Republican Leader Mitch
McConnell and other members of
Congress.

“Out of the 250 to 300 remaining
WASP veterans, 175 of us were
physically able to be there to receive

the award,” she said. “In
just our class, we only had
nine out of 59 alive at the
time of the ceremony.”

Although times are
different today, Meachem
remains an inspiration to
women of all ages. 

“I would give women of
today the same advice my
mother gave me,” she said.

“She told me all my life I could do anything I wanted to
do. You just have to work for it. Nobody’s going to just
give it to you. But in addition to that, you’ve just got to
be bold and push on.”

To view a YouTube video of Meachem’s recent flight,
compliments of the Miami Herald, go to
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iOfgYIYKZ3Y. s

WASP Fast Facts
• Women Airforce Service Pilots was initiated in 1939 by Jacqueline

Cochran, who proposed to first lady Eleanor Roosevelt that women
pilots be used in the line of duty to release male pilots for combat. 

• After America’s entry into World War II, experienced women pilots
were first able to fly aircraft within the U.S., starting in 1943, to
compensate for the shortage of male pilots.

• In August 1943 all women pilots flying for the Army Air Force were
consolidated into the WASP program.

• Members of WASP went through the same training as every male cadet
in the Army Air Force. 

• Nearly 25,000 women applied to the WASP training program, but only
1,830 were accepted. 

• Of those accepted, 1,074 earned their wings. The remaining 756
“washed out” for various reasons before they completed the training. 

• After graduation, WASP members were given assignments as flight
training instructors, glider tow pilots and engineering test flying pilots,
often towing targets or ferrying aircraft pilots.

• During World War II, WASP members were stationed at 120 bases
across the country, and 38 members and trainees were killed.

• WASP was unceremoniously disbanded in 1944 without benefits.
Veteran’s status wasn’t given until 1977.

• Today, WASP members are known as role models for women of all ages.

Tex Meachem and pilot John Makinson of History Flight

Inc. taxi down the runway in a World War II-era AT-6.  
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The Civil Air Patrol
husband and wife team of

Maj. Kay and Capt. John
Dowling wears a lot of hats for
the South Carolina Wing’s
Emerald City Cadet Squadron.
Between them, they oversee

aerospace education, professional
development, testing, drug demand
reduction and finances. 

Now they can add community service extraordinaire
to their repertoire.  

After  months of planning, cajoling, shopping,
stuffing and labeling, the Dowlings — accompanied by
four of their squadron’s cadets and 105 loaded
backpacks — made the trip from Greenwood, S.C., to
Walter Reed Army Medical Center in Washington,
D.C., and Bethesda Naval Hospital in Maryland with
the express purpose of thanking America’s wounded
troops with gifts of backpacks filled with life’s little
necessities and a few modest luxuries.

The Dowlings’ heartfelt gesture took them on quite
an odyssey, with Capt. Dowling, chief driver and hauler,
logging hundreds of miles. After receiving official
permissions to proceed with the project from both the
South Carolina Wing’s commander at the time, Col.
Emerson Smith, and local police in Greenwood, they
started fundraising, distributing more than 2,500 fliers,
followed by requests for donations through e-mail and

By Kristi Carr
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In his room at Walter Reed Army Medical Center, U.S. Army 1st Lt. Frederick Mayfield,

from Texas, accepts an American flag and backpack from Maj. Kay Dowling.
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Backpacking 
to community 
service

T
media publicity. 

Coupled with support from the local Our Lady of
Lourdes Catholic Church and an Ohio defense
contractor, Greenwood residents responded generously
with close to $5,000 in cash as well as supplies of
clothing, compact discs, phone cards, toiletries, books,
games and even CD players. Contacting South Carolina
legislators paid off with donations of flags from U.S.
Sens. James DeMint and Lindsey Graham and U.S.
Reps. J. Gresham Barrett, John Spratt and Joe Wilson.

The Dowlings then proceeded to the shopping phase
of their project, stretching donated dollars on trips to
manufacturer outlet stores in Pennsylvania and Georgia
to buy socks, underwear and other clothing. 

Shopping was followed by sorting, stuffing and
labeling each backpack. Labels, which included
information about gender and size, were very important
for proper distribution of the backpacks. Each backpack
contained, but was not limited to, the following
clothing: multiple pairs of socks, underwear, colored and



white T-shirts, a collared sports shirt, loungewear and
sweats. Also included were toiletries — Maj. Dowling
approached her dentist to secure toothpaste and brushes
— and entertainment items, such as word and number
games, playing cards and CDs. Finally, there were paper
products, including stationery, stamps and get-well and
thank-you cards.

Students from Greenwood and New Jersey made
more than 3,500 cards. Some were sent on to the Army
and Department of Defense’s Landstuhl Regional
Medical Center, Germany, where they will be
distributed to the wounded arriving from medical
units at the front. CAP’s Emerald City Cadet
Squadron added its own thank-you card, signed by
the squadron commander, Capt. Otis Evans, South
Carolina Wing Group 1 Commander Maj. Ralph
Driver and Smith.

Finally, all the details were in
place and delivery was scheduled. In
their CAP dress blues, the Dowlings
and cadets who accompanied them
spent time with recovering warriors. 

When thanked for a backpack,
Maj. Dowling’s response was always
the same: “We are the thankful ones.”

The first soldier to receive a
backpack was U.S. Army Lt. Col.

Victor J. Sarna. The Dowlings encountered Sarna on an
initial trip to Walter Reed to cement the details of their final
delivery, when they were carrying just one backpack as a
prototype. Sensing they were lost in the maze that is the
hospital, Sarna, sporting double canes, offered to be their
guide. As he led them to the office they needed, he told
them how much their efforts were appreciated. Sarna, who
was wounded four times in Iraq, said the Dowlings gave
him the prototype backpack, later mailing him a package
with proper-sized clothing.

Sen. James DeMint, R-S.C., joined members of

the South Carolina Wingʼs Emerald City Cadet

Squadron when they visited Walter Reed Army

Medical Center to distribute backpacks filled

with clothing, toiletries, entertainment and other

items. Here he accepts a CAP Certificate of

Appreciation from Maj. Kay Dowling, the

squadronʼs deputy commander, for his support

of the backpack project. P
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Thursday evening we arrived home to our West Virginiamountain cabin after a long and very tough five days at Walter
Reed and Dewitt Army Hospital at Fort Belvoir, Va. This trip
was super hard on both my wife and me. We were able to pick
up our mail before (the post office) closed and your greatpackage was there. We really needed this uplifting at that time!Thank you for remembering me!  sA mountain of stuffed backpacks — the culmination 

of the South Carolina Wingʼs Emerald City Cadet

Squadron backpack project to thank wounded

warriors — was built on the walkway in front of

Walter Reed Army Medical Center as the 

CAP van was unloaded.

Photo by Capt. John Dowling, South Carolina Wing

He responded with this note:
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Boeing may have its 787
Dreamliner, but some lucky Civil Air
Patrol pilots are already flying their
own dream aircraft, thanks to
National Headquarters’ “Dream 172”
program. 

In late 2008, an analysis of CAP’s training and
mission readiness requirements made it apparent that
retaining additional Cessna 172s was the most cost-
effective way to address both needs. With a number
of these aircraft already part of the CAP fleet,
refurbishing existing airframes emerged as a far
cheaper approach than buying new aircraft, especially
under today’s tight budget
constraints.

That isn’t to say CAP isn’t still
buying new aircraft from Cessna. As
the largest fleet operator of Cessna
piston aircraft in the world, CAP
continues to purchase between 20 to
30 new Cessna 182s annually,
depending on available funding. But
there are some significant benefits to training in the 172
versus the higher-performance Cessna 182. 

“The 172 is smaller than the 182, has a lower-
horsepower engine and is cheaper to operate and
maintain, plus it is easier to fly for our less experienced
pilots,” said Gary Schneider, director of logistics and

This is an instrument panel of an aircraft after the avionics upgrade.
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Introducing . . . Dream 172
Aircraft Refurbishment 
Program
By Col. Rick Greenhut

B

mission resources at CAP National Headquarters.
Schneider, along with other logistics staff members, saw
the most efficient way to make more of these aircraft
available for CAP’s use was to initiate a plane-
refurbishing program. 

“By refurbishing 172s we are able to upgrade four
existing airplanes for the cost of purchasing one new
one,” Schneider said. “It’s a responsible use of the

The Aspen EFD 1000 located in the instrument panel centered

above the pilotʼs yoke is a glass flight display similar to what

pilots are accustomed to seeing in the G1000-equipped aircraft.

It is an incredible aid for pilots transitioning from round dial flight

instruments to a glass cockpit environment.
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funding provided by the Air Force for aircraft
acquisition and maintenance and helps us offset
increased fuel costs as well.”

The Cessna 172 Skyhawk is the most successful mass-
produced light aircraft in history. Since its introduction
in 1956, more than 43,000 Skyhawks have been
produced. Parts are plentiful, and aircraft mechanics
everywhere are familiar with the airplane, many
having cut their teeth as mechanics on this make
and model. 

But the 172s in CAP’s inventory were all equipped
with old-style analog gauges, as opposed to modern
digital glass cockpit instrumentation found in all aircraft
bought from Cessna since 2002. Moreover, many were
reaching the point of mandatory engine replacement
and needed new paint jobs as well as upgraded avionics
(aviation radios and navigation equipment). Some were
visibly “tired” and showing their age.

To be a candidate for refurbishment, an airplane must
have less than 4,500 hours on the airframe, no corrosion
and no major damage history. The aircraft is then totally
stripped; equipped with a new engine; given a new prop,
governor and engine mounts; repainted with the CAP
color scheme; and given all new plastic fairings,
windshield and camera windows. In addition, new
upholstery and interior are added; the aircraft receives
new brakes, tires and hoses; and it’s topped off with a
state-of-the-art avionics package.

From a pilot’s point of view, while all of those “under
the hood” changes and cosmetic updates are nice, the
centerpiece of the upgrade is the Aspen EFD 1000
Evolution flight display. “It’s a self-contained modular
glass panel display that fits into existing holes in the
instrument panel, permitting retention of most of the
round dials like the turn coordinator, altimeter, airspeed
and vertical speed indicators,” Schneider said. “The
instrumentation in these refurbished aircraft is the best
of both worlds.” 

Not only does the avionics installed in these aircraft
allow an easy upgrade path for a pilot eventually
transitioning to the new Cessna 182 that has all the
instrumentation and navigation data displayed on TV-
like “glass panels,” but retaining some of the analog

round dials also results in a greater degree of familiarity
for the pilot being introduced to digital cockpit
instrumentation for the first time. 

This allows pilots to operate in their personal comfort
zone while learning the

intricacies of today’s more
capable avionics in a
familiar context. That has
significant safety benefits while saving CAP training
costs and at the same time minimizing risk, since pilots
will be less likely to be looking down trying to interpret
information instead of looking out the front window.

The new avionics suite is state-of-the-art, providing a
high degree of functionality and situational awareness
while making it easier for a pilot to identify essential
information quickly in high-workload situations. In
addition to the Aspen EFD 1000 flight display system,
which features a glass-cockpit-style digital artificial
horizon and HSI (Horizontal Situation Indicator),
CAP’s Dream 172 features the industry-standard
Garmin GNS-430 GPS navigation receiver, fully
certified for IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) flight. 

Additionally, navigation information is displayed on a
Garmin GMX-200 Multi-Function Display that not
only shows course and navigational information
graphically, but also displays real-time traffic warnings of
nearby aircraft as well as satellite weather information. A
Garmin SL-30 serves as a second Nav/Com radio, along
with ILS (Instrument Landing System) capability
displayed through a Garmin MD200-306 CDI (Course
Deviation Indicator). A Garmin GTX-330 Mode S
Radar Beacon Transponder and a 406 MHz emergency
locator transmitter complete the package. 

The net result is an aircraft with virtually all the
functionality of a brand-new plane at a fraction of the

This refurbished aircraft

features a new engine, prop

and CAP paint scheme.
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Puzzle on page 40

The complete Avionics upgrade package includes a
complete avionics rewiring, with none of the old
installation retained. New equipment includes:

• Aspen EFD 1000 flight display system
• Garmin GNS-430W IFR GPS with Nav/Com and ILS 
• Garmin GMX-200 MFD with traffic warning and

GDL-69A XM satellite weather receiver with audio
• Garmin SL-30 Nav/Com with ILS and MD200-306

CDI
• Garmin GTX-330 Mode S Transponder

The airframe is refurbished inside and out,
including:

• New engine and prop
• Fresh paint and glass all around and new interior
• Repaired and replaced flight control cables and

attachment components, if required; all re-rigged
• All new fiberglass wing tips and strut fairings
• All new engine accessories, including ducts, hoses,

etc.
• Powder-coated engine mount (cradle) and new

baffling
• New brakes, tires and, in most cases, wheels to

convert to Cleveland brand wheels and brakes
• New seat tracks and seat locks

cost. To date, six aircraft have been refurbished. The goal
for the Dream 172 refurbishing program is to upgrade
10 each year.

Just 10 years ago, not even the cockpit of an airliner
had the capability represented by the equipment in the
Dream 172. With real-time weather and traffic
information, 21st century satellite navigation precision
and graphical displays making it easy for the pilot to
assimilate all essential information at just a glance, CAP
is ensuring that its fleet of 550 aircraft remains the most
modern and capable in its almost 70-year history. From
humble beginnings flying a hodgepodge of
underpowered, fabric-covered aircraft through today’s
Dream 172, CAP’s ever more capable aircraft fleet helps
ensure the organization remains able to safely perform
its Missions for America. s



Every May is capped off with Memorial

Day. Kids are fresh out of school. Longer

sunny days are pushing the mercury up to

summertime levels. Hot dogs and ice cream

and maybe even some baseball are on the

agenda, making the holiday a

quintessentially American celebration,

second only to the Fourth of July. 

But while July 4 celebrates the nation’s independence

from Britain, Memorial Day is set aside to honor the

many who have sacrificed to keep us free ever since.

Remembering America’s veterans is so important, in fact,

the entire month of May is designated National Military

Appreciation Month.
Thanks to a growing partnership with Wreaths Across

America, an annual effort that places wreaths on

veterans’ graves, CAP is honoring those who have
served, beginning in the spring and culminating in
December.

AS EASY AS 1, 2 …
To kick off this year’s Wreaths Across America

program and in recognition of National Military
Appreciation Month, CAP squadrons across the country
showed their appreciation to veterans with a simple, yet
meaningful gesture. 

Often accompanied by a smile, a handshake and a
salute, senior members and cadets presented veterans in
their communities with a thank-you card. These
tangible tokens of gratitude produced by Wreaths Across
America were distributed at special veterans’ events
throughout May, and many were handed out on the

A
Perfect
Match
By Jennifer S. Kornegay

E

Cadets from the Gwinnett County Composite

Squadron in Georgia play an important part in the

wreath-laying ceremony at Marietta National

Cemetery each year. Here, three cadets are

preparing to post colors with two members of the

U.S. Coast Guard.
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street, in restaurants, at the mall or
wherever CAP volunteers ran into a
veteran. 

Lt. Col. Debra Torres, the Texas Wing’s
Group 1 commander, knows firsthand the
positive impact something as simple as the
thank-you card can have. “I was a reservist
for 12 years and my husband spent 30
years in the Army,” Torres said. “When my
husband got back from Vietnam, he was
yelled at and spit on, so to now have someone give him
a personal thank-you is amazing. I’m sure other veterans
feel the same way.” 

This effort is one of several new initiatives Maine
Wing Commander Col. Dan Leclair is using to get
more CAP members involved with Wreaths Across
America’s annual wreath-laying campaign. 

“Working with WAA is wonderful for CAP, because it
creates so much awareness of our veterans. We are very
like-minded organizations,” Leclair said. “It provides us
a way to do community service on a national level and
gives our cadets some truly valuable education in this
area as well as providing, through the wreaths, a
fundraising source for squadrons.” 

CAP has been involved with WAA since 2006, and
each year participation has grown by leaps and bounds.
Leclair envisions participation increasing further this
year when each squadron is provided a “quick-start kit”
that features a detailed business plan for selling the
wreaths. 

“We did 200,000 in 2009, and we want to do 1
million wreaths this year,” he said.

A TRUE WIN-WIN
Karen Worcester, WAA’s executive director, said the

partnership with CAP has played a key role in the
annual campaign’s success. “We are more than
appreciative for CAP,” Worcester said. “This year we’ll
do wreath-laying ceremonies at over 500 locations, and
we could not do that without CAP.”

She also praised CAP’s organization and structure.
“Once the word began to get out about WAA, we had a
huge demand; people wanted to get involved, but
getting our program out to those people was hard. 

“We needed a group that already had a national
presence. We reached out to CAP National
(Headquarters), and they jumped on it. Right from the
start, it was a match made in heaven.”

Capt. Don Zindorf, leadership officer for the Georgia
Wing’s Gwinnett County Composite Squadron, agreed.
“This will be our third year to do WAA, and it is great
that we raise funds for the squadron by selling the
wreaths, but the best part is the opportunity it provides
for our cadets to learn more about sacrifice and

Maine Wing Commander Col. Dan Leclair presented a Wreaths Across America

thank-you card, inset, to Navy Petty Officer 1st Class Adam Cox while he was on

a mission escorting a new ship from where it was built and launched at Bath Iron

Works in Bath, Maine.  
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responsibility,” he said. 
“It’s a great thing for CAP to partner with WAA, and

it’s nice that it’s around the holidays,” said Lt. Col. Sean
Johnson, the North Dakota Wing’s chief of staff. “Often
that is when people most notice the absence of a loved
one, so WAA offers a way to help families remember
their veterans and what they did to preserve freedom for
that family and for all American families.”

His wing and members of the community are willing
to brave some serious winter weather to remember,
Johnson said. “The past two ceremonies have been held
with wind chills in the subzero range, but people came
anyway,” he said. “We packed the chapel, and others
stood outside and listened over a loudspeaker, and they
didn’t complain a bit. That’s a real testament to our
community and its support of veterans.”

Torres’ squadron has found a way to make wreath
sponsorship even more appealing. “We now allow
people to buy a wreath for a specific gravesite,” she said.
“This creates a lot more paperwork and time, but it is
well worth it; it makes it more personal.” 

The squadron also offers to lay wreaths for those, like
the spouses of World War II veterans, who can’t get out
to place the garlands themselves. “We put the wreath
out for them, and then take them a photo.” 

“We never expected to see it turn into a real
fundraiser,” Torres said. “That part has been
phenomenal. Members had to give out of their own
pockets to keep us going, and now we’ve been able to
buy a flight simulator for our cadets, uniforms and other
things. We can give back to our community. 

“But that’s not the main reason we do it; we do it to
‘remember, honor, teach,’” she said, quoting from
WAA’s mission statement.

OTHERS LEND A HAND
WAA has gotten needed support from corporate

America, too. For several years, Wal-Mart has
transported the wreaths from Maine to anywhere in the
United States for no charge. This year, Leclair is working
to broaden Wal-Mart’s involvement as well as build new
bridges with other companies and groups. “I’m also
working to raise awareness of CAP’s continued

involvement,” he said. 
In addition to the multiple wreath-laying ceremonies

being conducted by squadrons around the country, this
year CAP will play a larger part in the convoy escorting
the wreaths from Maine to Arlington National
Ceremony.

“There will be 25 stops along the 750-mile journey,
and we’ll have cadets going into middle schools and
veterans’ homes to speak about WAA and its mission,”
Leclair said. “It’s really powerful to have cadets in
uniform in a middle school; it’s a great recruitment tool
for CAP.” s

A MEANINGFUL MOMENT
If you find yourself wondering how much the

WAA thank-you cards CAP members distributed to
veterans in May really mean to the recipients, take a
moment to read this story from Lt. Col. Mike
Pellerin, director of communications for the Maine
Wing:

I went to the Winslow (Maine) McDonald's one
morning for a bite to eat. There sat this older gentleman
I have seen many times before. He sits at a particular
table, clearly is all by himself and always follows a
particular regimen as to what he orders and how much
he orders. He is very quiet but is a very well-spoken
gentleman with a resemblance to the actor Walter
Brimley. He very proudly wears a Vietnam Veteran cap
presented to him years ago by the local VFW. It has an
assortment of well-earned ribbons on it, including the
National Service, Distinguished Service, Purple Heart
and a few other awards. I approached him and said,
“Excuse me, sir. I am with Civil Air Patrol; however, I
am not in uniform today but rather in my gardening
clothes.” He chuckled and said, “Hi.” I then presented
him with one of our thank-you cards and thanked him
for his service to our country. He beamed with pride
and thanked me. As I left he read the card, and a tear
was running down his cheek. Then he kissed the card
and carefully put it in his pocket. I truly believe I made
his day. That's what it is all about, right? It brought a
tear to my eye as well.
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Highest award for cadets, presented to
those who complete all phases of the
CAP Cadet Program and the Spaatz
award examination. (Only about one-
half of 1 percent of CAP cadets achieve
this award.) The cadets listed below
received their awards in March, April
and May.

Peter C. Kler CA
Zachary L. Ogburn GA
Graham A. Painter GA
Mitchell W. Edwards KS
Bernadette B. Bacero MI
Kyle M. Backhus NC
Jacob T. Miller NY
David J. Terris WV

Gill Robb Wilson Award
Highest award given to senior members
who complete Level V of the Civil Air
Patrol Senior Member Training 
Program. (Only about 5 percent of CAP

Paul E.
Garber
Award

Second-highest award given to senior
members who complete Level IV of the
CAP Senior Member Training Program.
The senior members listed below received
their awards in March, April and May.

Second-highest award for cadets,
presented to those who complete all Phase
IV requirements of the CAP Cadet Program.
The cadets listed below received their
awards in March, April and May.

Achievements

Gen. Carl A. Spaatz Award

Brian M. Simpson AZ
Peter C. Kler CA
Paul E. Childress Jr. CO
Ryan K. Chapman CT
Adam L. Trujillo CT
Michael D. Campbell FL
Ross T. Kohler IL
Grace V. Leighton IL
Bre' Anna A. Moore-Gordon IL
Ehigie Omwanghe IL
Abigail R. Torkelson IN
Aubry J. Eaton KS
Ryan R. Mastromatteo MA
Esther E. Rea MD
Eashan D. Samak MD

Maj. John L. Jerman AL
Lt. Col. Melvin E. Bridges AZ
Maj. Keith A. Pierson AZ
Maj. John J. DiGiantomasso CA
Maj. Joseph C. Toth CA
Maj. Vicki C. Woodford CA

Tyler S. Millard MI
Joshua Carr MO
Zachary N. Baughman NC
Will J. Buslinger NC
Alecia I. Hagman NH
Lauren C. Joyce NH
Chris J. Pena NM
Daniel B. Gallop NY
Stephanie L. Hyatt NY
Heather C. Nelson NY
Caitlin I. Sippel NY
Nathaniel R. Spehr OH
Jacob Landon OK
Piper Morgan OK
Joshua E. Bram PA
Zachary J. Richards PA
Cesar Rodriguez PR
Edmarilliz Torres PR
Brian C. O'Dell SC
Samantha M. Brinegar TN
Timothy C. Brinegar TN
Daniel T. Fry TN
Jeremy D. Sledge TN
Jamie M. Douglas TX
Warren Geary TX
Evan B. Salisbury TX
Peter W. Sunderland TX
Sean K. Carlisi UT
Jeff E. Winemiller WV

Lt. Col. Michael C. Daniels CO
Capt. David M. Hyden FL
Maj. Carolyn D. Talley GA
Maj. Michael A. Wegner GA
Maj. Randolph J. Colby KS
Capt. David Argentieri MD
Maj. Peter Blechinger MD
Maj. Steven P. Adkins MI
Maj. Kenneth W. Clark MI
Chief Master Sgt. Henry C. Dotson MI
Maj. Charles P. Graham MI
Maj. Rob M. Carlson MN
Maj. William M. Hienz MN
Lt. Col. Robert D. Burns MT
Maj. Jonathan Michael Johnson NC
Maj. Joseph A. Weinflash NC
Lt. Col. Thomas W. Dey NER
Lt. Col. Edward P. Cassella NJ
Maj. Edward S. Zenonian NM
Lt. Col. Glen E. Church NV
Capt. David E. Henderson NV

senior members achieve this award.) The
senior members listed below received
their awards in March, April and May.

Lt. Col. Scott R. Swanson CA
Lt. Col. Lawrence W. Kinch CT
Maj. Henry Irizarry FL
Maj. Mark W. Lahan KS
Maj. Judith B. LaValley LA
Col. William H. Meskill MA
Lt. Col. Harry E. Mottley MA
Lt. Col. Paul D. Adams MN
Lt. Col. Jo Andrew D. Cousins NC

Lt. Col. Gerald M. Manley ND
Lt. Col. Michael M. Long NHQ
Lt. Col. Irl Leon Franklin NV
Lt. Col. William S. Bernfeld NY
Lt. Col. Ellen G. Hirsch NY
Maj. Michael P. Mooney NY
Maj. James R. Strickland NY
Maj. Roy A. Long PA
Lt. Col. Gloria D. King TX
Lt. Col. George E. Klett TX
Lt. Col. James D. Peace TX
Lt. Col. Donald Carnes Wheeler TX
Maj. Jamie W. Treat WA

Maj. Carol Lee Lynn NV
Capt. A.C. Sperling NV
Capt. Sharon Brana NY
Lt. Col. Andrew J. Liddle NY
Capt. Jill T. Silverman NY
Maj. Jerome J. Terhaar NY
Capt. Donald J. Bahr OH
Maj. William R. Pawson OH
Lt. Col. Ryan J. Wallace OK
Maj. Randy F. Potter OR
Maj. Roy A. Long PA
Maj. Luis E. Negron PR
Maj. Roberto Pabon PR
Lt. Col. Charles L. Smith TN
Lt. Col. Neil A. Macdougall TX
Maj. William W. Boldin VA
Lt. Col. Stephen M. Hepperle VA
Lt. Col. William H. Adam WA
Maj. Gregory A. Barker WA
Maj. Maynard R. Coiner WV
Maj. Dennis L. Cornell WY

Gen. Ira C. Eaker Award
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Middle East
Virginia members try hands 
at militaryʼs C-5 simulator

VIRGINIA – Winchester Composite Squadron members
had the rare opportunity recently to take flight in an Air
National Guard C-5 without ever leaving the ground.
Instead, they logged more than two hours of seat time in
a C-5 simulator — the same device used to train today’s
military pilots.

The simulator “is used by pilots, flight engineers,
loadmasters and maintenance personnel who perform
engine runs to receive quality training without having to use
an actual airplane,” said Col. Richard Robichaud, operations group commander for the 167th Airlift Wing at
Martinsburg Air National Guard base. Robichaud is also a Civil Air Patrol lieutenant colonel serving as an aerospace
education and testing officer with the Winchester squadron. 

Each squadron member could choose an airport anywhere in the world to fly in to and out of. Some chose a
hometown facility, while others chose such exotic locales as Honolulu, where they could soar over a three-
dimensional image of Pearl Harbor. Rounding out their evening, the members received aerospace lectures from base
personnel and were able to tour a maintenance hangar where an actual C-5 was undergoing annual inspection. 
>> Capt. Christopher Colvin

Cadet Master Sgt. Alexander Robichaud, left, and Cadet 2nd
Lt. Chris Colvin take their turns at the C-5 simulator. 

Learn to Fly Day partnership reaps squadron rewards 

WISCONSIN – The first International Learn to Fly Day at
Milwaukee’s Lawrence J. Timmerman Airport gave members of
the 10th Senior Support Squadron a prime opportunity to
publicize the squadron and Civil Air Patrol. The event,
coordinated by the Experimental Aircraft Association at airports
throughout the country and sponsored locally by Gran-Aire Inc.
flight school, was held to raise interest in flying and encourage
pilots to get others involved in aviation. 

Craig Larson, chief certified flight instructor from Gran-Aire,
invited CAP to participate in the event by placing two of its
airplanes, a Cessna 182T and a Gippsland GA-8, on display. The
aircrafts’ distinctive red, white and blue markings helped ensure a
steady supply of visitors, and squadron members were happy to
explain what the CAP unit does — including providing emergency
services, counterdrug missions and orientation flights for both
cadets and teachers seeking to enhance their aerospace
education curriculum. 

Squadron members also provided orientation flights for cadets
from Timmerman Composite Squadron. Both units are based at the airport. >> 1st Lt. Jeri Gonwa

Col. Larry Stys, left, a national assistant inspector
general for Civil Air Patrol, talks about the
organization and its missions with a visitor to the
CAP display for International Learn to Fly Day at
Lawrence J. Timmerman Airport.

Great Lakes
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Northeast
Air traffic controllers share inside safety tips with Massachusetts unit  

MASSACHUSETTS – Hanscom Composite Squadron senior members had the opportunity recently to put faces
with some extremely important voices when three air traffic controllers from the Boston Terminal Radar Approach
Control facility and Bedford’s Hanscom Field were featured guests at the squadron’s monthly safety meeting.
Besides being working controllers, the three — Bob Adelizzi, Andy Applegate and Bill Bartlett — are also
representatives of the Federal Aviation Administration’s “FAAST” aviation safety team, which conducts a variety of
live and computer-based safety training seminars for the aviation community. Applegate, the Bedford control tower

manager, is also a Civil Air Patrol member, holding the rank of major in the
Ohio Wing’s Akron-Canton Senior Flying Squadron.

The three presented rules and tips for safe and efficient operation in the
Boston terminal area, procedures to avoid airport runway incursions and
advice on how to coordinate with air traffic control for special situations,
such as a CAP search and rescue mission or training exercise. The team
also provided a fascinating behind-the-scenes view of air traffic control
operations, including images of the radar screens and other equipment
used to safely guide aircraft, from small Cessna 172s to jumbo Boeing
777s and military aircraft of all types, through U.S. airspace. 

The information proved to be of great interest to the audience, pilots and
nonpilots alike. Besides the obvious value to fliers operating CAP aircraft,
ground team and mission base members benefited from knowing what
aircrews have to do to operate safely in complex airspace surrounding a
metropolitan area like Boston. >> 1st  Lt. Reid Leonard

Maj. Andy Applegate of the Ohio Wingʼs
Akron-Canton Senior Flying Squadron, air
traffic controller and front-line manager at
Hanscom Field in Bedford, Mass.,
explains an aspect of airport approach
during his presentation to the Hanscom
Composite Squadron. 

North Central
Nebraska cadets simulate pole-to-pole flight  

NEBRASKA – Trekking from pole to pole took only 30 hours in a
weekend for cadets from the Gen. Curtis LeMay Offutt Composite
Squadron, thanks to careful planning and use of the unit’s flight
simulator. The journey began at the South Pole one morning,
proceeded over South America and then North America, and finally
ended at the North Pole the next day. Planning took four months, including everything from obtaining the necessary
equipment to completing the journey by simulators and determining the best way to execute the mission.  

Using the squadron’s aerospace education room and simulators, the cadets planned routes using a Learjet 45. Each
leg lasted about six hours and required proficiency at landings and takeoffs. A command post was set up in the
main squadron area and radios were used to keep in contact with the flight crews — the only contact between the
groups during flight. Each flight crew held a mission debriefing with the succeeding crew to ensure any lessons
learned were passed on. 

Every effort was made to employ themes reflecting the crews’ simulated location at a given time. Upon takeoff from
Antarctica’s McMurdo Station, the crew left behind penguins. By dinner the aircraft was over South America, so
Latin American food was served. In the morning the crew neared Canada, and it was time for pancakes and maple
syrup. Upon landing at the North Pole, the crew was met with candy canes and a man in a red suit. The final touch
was planting the squadron flag on the North Pole to claim victory. Four refueling stops along the way incorporated
the lighting conditions that would have prevailed in an actual flight. >> Lt. Col. David M. Waite
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Cadet Airman Connor Ullom practices landing
in preparation for his crewʼs turn to fly. 
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Pacific
Evergreen Aviation & Space Museum hosts Oregon squadron  

OREGON – The McMinnville Composite Squadron took its cue from
the movies and held its own “Night at the Museum” for 10 cadets and
five senior members. The weekend began with a tour of Evergreen
Aviation & Space Museum’s Boeing 747, with museum employees
Gary Arnold — a Civil Air Patrol captain and the McMinnville
squadron’s assistant safety officer — and Terry Neig in the lead. The
747, formerly a cargo plane in Evergreen International Aviation’s fleet,
was so massive that the cadets lined up in formation inside for a drill
led by cadet staff.

Afterward, the members reported to the museum’s Aviation Building
for a night of team-building, fun and pizza, led by 2nd Lt. Robert
Jordan, the unit’s aerospace officer and an education assistant at the
museum, along with Cadet Tech. Sgts. Sean Erickson, deputy cadet commander, and Kolin Shapiro. That night the
male cadets and senior members slept under the tail section of one of the museum’s signature attractions, Howard
Hughes’ famed “Spruce Goose,” and the females slept in its observation deck. 

The next morning the members crossed the street to McMinnville Municipal Airport, where three CAP Cessnas and
pilots were waiting to provide a day of orientation flights for the cadets who had spent the night in the museum and
for other cadets as well. >> Lt. Col. Les Peterson

The Evergreen Aviation & Space Museumʼs
Boeing 747 is more than wide enough for
McMinnville Composite Squadron cadets to drill
inside its belly.  

Rocky Mountain
Colorado unit welcomes veterans home after Washington, D.C., trip 

COLORADO – When 105 veterans arrived at Grand Junction after the latest Western Slope Honor Flight, Thunder
Mountain Composite Squadron senior members and cadets were there to greet them, along with Cub Scouts, Girl
Scouts, small children with signs that read “Our Little Hands Salute You” and even a few dogs, outfitted
appropriately for the occasion. The veterans’ plane was about an hour late, but the excitement in Grand Junction
Regional Airport terminal never wavered. As the arriving veterans passed through the large crowd, several Thunder

Mountain cadets and senior members shook hands with
many, thanking them for their service. For some veterans, the
enthusiastic reception proved overwhelming; tears could be
seen running down their faces. 

More than 300 individuals and businesses sponsored the
second Western Slope Honor Flight, organized in connection
with the national nonprofit Honor Flight Network. The
participating veterans flew out of Grand Junction bound for
Washington, D.C., where they visited the World War II
Memorial and many other tributes to veterans throughout the
capital area. 

As the Thunder Mountain members walked back to their
headquarters, they discussed their thoughts. One pointed out
that most of these men and women had been 18 or 19 when
they joined the service and went to war — not much older
than many of the unit’s cadets. >> Maj. Denise Thompson

Cadet Airman 1st Class Jared Grinstead greets a veteran
as Cadet Airman Jesse Depascal and Cadet Airman
Basic Tony Cavaliere prepare to do the same. 
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Southwest
Texas squadron studies Red Cross emergency techniques

TEXAS – Phoenix Composite Squadron members
recently devoted most of a Saturday to learning
skills taught in the American Red Cross
CPR/Automated External Defibrillator First Aid
course — one of Civil Air Patrol’s prerequisites for
ground team member qualification.

Three senior members and seven cadets spent the
day learning new skills, then memorizing and
practicing them in order to prepare for situations
that might lead to ground team members being
called out on an emergency mission. The session
was led by Jeff Palmer, a Red Cross instructor in
Dallas who has taught several hundred students
over the last six years.  

The program ended with a 75-question exam, which
all participants passed. That earned American Red Cross certification cards for a job well done for all 10 —
Lt. Col. John Yanaros, Maj. Gregory Bowman, Capt. Ahmet Vural, Cadet Senior Master Sgt. Turan Vural,
Cadet Staff Sgt. Mark Yanaros, Cadet Airmen 1st Class Caleb Carpenter and Austin Sahs and Cadet Airmen
Elizabeth Bowman, Gordon Carlson and William Whatley. >> Cadet Capt. Mary Clark

Southeast
Mississippi members take to sky in CAP hot air balloon  

MISSISSIPPI – The Mississippi Wing had no problem
maintaining a high profile at Tupelo’s first Up, Up &
Away Balloon Festival, thanks to the presence of a
Civil Air Patrol hot air balloon, Jay Bird One, and
support of crew members from wing headquarters
and the Olive Branch and Eagle composite
squadrons.

Members were trained as crew and chase members
and assisted in two inflations. Each cadet
participating was given a tether flight, and two senior
members received orientation flights.  

The refurbished hot air balloon, a corporate asset
assigned to the Mississippi Wing, is being used to
promote CAP to the general public and to expand
members’ aerospace education. Jay Bird One
picture cards with CAP information were distributed
to festival visitors, and cadets provided information
on their local units. >> Col. Rebecca Tilton

Cadet Airmen Gordon Carlson, left, and William Whatley, Cadet
Staff Sgt. Mark Yanaros and Cadet Airman 1st Class Austin
Sahs practice chest compressions. 
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Mississippi Wing members work to inflate Civil Air Patrolʼs hot air
balloon, Jay Bird One, at the Up, Up & Away Balloon Festival in
Tupelo.
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